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ABSTRACT 

This study examined the personal and social meanings of living with insulin-dep end ent 

diabetes mellitus through an integration of social theory with individuals' everyday experiences 

with diabetes. The theory of narrative, identity, self, and the body, was used to illuminate the 

continuous processes involved in being an individual with diabetes and to contexhialize the 

challenges to managing diabetes. Transcripts of unstructured i n t e ~ e w s  previously conducted 

with four women who have diabetes were the bais for this study. Diabetes narratives were used 

to constnict identities and selves and to interpret one's bodiy experiences. The self as a 

cognitive, reflexive, subjective, and physical experience, identity as a temporal and relational 

constnict influenced by others and one's own recognitions, and the body as a iived experience and 

as a product of culhirai themes, provided the hmework for a deeper understanding of the 

persona1 and social context in which the rneaning of diabetes was constnicted. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

From a biomedical perspective, insulin dependent diabetes meiliîus (IDDM) is a 

chronic metabolic disorder characterized by an insufficient production of insulin by the 

pancreas which lads  to elevated blood glucose levels. The medical treatment of IDDM 

involves injections of exogenous insulin, diet management, and exercise, with the goal of 

controlling blood glucose levels (see Appendix A for a biomedical discussion of DDM). 

Diabetes management is a constant, daily necessity for both immediate and long terrn health. 

It has been demonstrated that intensive management of IDDM can delay the onset and slow 

the progression of long term complications including diabetic retinopathy, nephropathy, and 

neuropathy (The Diabetes Control and Complications Triai Research Group, 1993). 

The biomedicai perspective of diabetes is one important aspect of the meanhg of 

diabetes. However, a chronic condition such as diabetes has many layen of meaning to 

individuds who live with it and thus cm be explored through various theoretical perspectives. 

Individuais who have diabetes make sense of the condition within the social and cultural 

contexts of their lives. The sigmficance of havuig a chronic condition, the influence of 

diabetes on relationships, the demands of behavioural changes, the implications for one's 

social and econornic roles, and the threat of long term complicatims, are only some of the 

issues which these individuais confkont . 

The social and cultural processes which shape the expenence of diabetes are complex 

and overwhelmllig. It is important to understand the role that these forces play at the 

individuai experiential level and also how these forces influence the construction of the 

experience of diabetes. One way of contexhialking these forces is through an analysis ofthe 
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interaction between diabetes and individuals' selves, identities, and bodies. This focus allows 

for an exploration into the personal and social aspects of chronic illness and individuals, as 

well as a recognition of the integral aspect of embodirnent. 

The sociological literature on chronic illness and identity has illuminated the 

importance of recogninng the personal meanhg of living with an illness on a daily basis. 

Some of the previous Iiterature in this area has used a symbolic interactionist perspective of 

identity and the self and has focused on categorizing identity levels or changes, and on the 

disniptions and reconstnictions of self and identity (Charmaz, 1987, 1995; Mathieson and 

Stam, 1995; Yoshida 1993). Recent theory about identity and self has built upon the symbolic 

interactionist perspective and has added new ideas that will be used in the curent study to 

further understand the experience of chronic illness beyond previous approaches (Calhoun, 

1995; Frank, 1995; Gubrium and Holstein, 1995; Somers, 1994). 

A signincant focus that has recently been emergllig is the h i c  between identity and 

narrative. This theory will be explored in this study within the context of diabetes. Narrative 

has been described as a process of understanding the way that people experience the world 

through the aones that they teU (ConneUy and Clandinin, 1990). In daiiy lûe, individuals teil 

aories in order to give coherence and direction to their lives and as a meaos of developing 

their identities (Polkinghome, 1988). Frank's (1 995) work demonstrates the value that he 

attaches to an exploration of narrative and the self within the context of chronic ihess. He 

suggested that "illness is an experience, a reflection on body, se& and the destination that 

life's map leads ton (p. 7). He said that medical narratives of illness dominate the modem 

period, and it is necessary in postmodem times for individuals to tell their own expenences of 



illness through the stories which permit them to "reclaim" their üiness and to repair the 

"narrative wreck" that illness causes. As Frank said, we have the responsibility to "witness" 

individuals' testirnonies. 

Frank (1995) discussed the signincance of the body which is another developing area 

in the context of chronic illness. According to Turner (1992), the traditional mindfbody 

dichotomy and the neglect of human embodiment are theoretical and practicd problems in the 

social sciences. The study of chronic illness, self and idenfty, seems to be an exploration 

which necessitates the inclusion of the body. Turner's clairn that an appreciation of the body 

allows for an understanding of the experience of illness as not merely being an attack on one's 

instrumental body, but as an extreme incursion into one's embodied seifhood wilI be analyzed 

in this midy in the context of diabetes. 

The goal of this thesis is to explore how narratives are used to constnict selves and 

identities and to interpret one's body during the expenence of insulin dependent diabetes 

mellitus, which will be referred to as diabetes throughout this thesis. The focus will be on the 

construction and content of the Stones told and on the process of storytelling, and how these 

relate to self and identity consmiction and to embodiment. A qualitative narrative d y s i s  

wiIi provide insight into why storytelling, and the notions of seE identity, and the body are 

critical to understandimg the experience of living with diabetes. 



2. LITERATURE REVIEW 

2.1 Chronic nlness and identity 

The literature in the area of chronic illness and identity has provided insights into the 

experience of living with a chronic illness. The notions of losses and disruptions, the personal 

and social meanings of illness, the concepts of t h e  and control, and others' reactions, are dl 

significant issues which have increased our understanding of the challenges to living with a 

chronic illness. The ideas suggested in the literature are valuable, yet there is a need for 

further exploration and conceptualization of the complex processes involved in the 

constmction of seif and identity in the expenence of chronic illness. 

The persond and social meanings of illness in general, and of one's particular illness, 

shape how identity and self are affected during the experiences of chronic illness (Charmaz, 

1987). A significant focus in the iiterature has been on the disruptions and losses which occur 

to the self resulting from the demands and effects of chronic illness, and the process of 

reconstrudng one's self and identity. As Corbin and Strauss (1987) claimed, chronic illness 

separates the person of the present fiom the person of the pas& and influences images of self 

envisioned for the future. The meaning and extent of the felt losses will depend on the 

perceived value of these attributes and actions to the self. Others' reacîions play a s imcan t  

role in this interpretation process. 

Packard, Haberman, Fugate Woods, and Yates (199 1) studied the experiences of 

women who had nonmetastatic breast cancer, diabetes, and fibrocystic breast disease. They 

categorized certain expenences as "personal disruptions" which involved disruptions in a 

sense of personal continuity and personal integrity. Within these classifications were feeiïngs 
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of uncertainty, unmet personal expectations, future concems about self and others, direct 

confrontation with time, and troublesorne alterations in one's sense of being a whole or 

complete individual. Packard et al. used the category "enwonmental transaction dernands" to 

descnbe disruptions to interpersonal roles and relationships. 

The meanings associated with disniptions and losses seem to be related to individuais' 

need for control. The emphasis on conaol in chronic iliness ofien reflects dtural knowledge 

about control in relation to tirne and the body, such as expectations of body function and 

relations to clock tirne. Individuals strive to achieve a balance between controlling the &ess 

and being controlled by the illness (Charmaz, 1991). Charmaz suggested that individuals' 

struggle for control represents efforts to control the definhg images of self This struggle is 

manifested in experiences of rnanaging daily Life, dealing with hes s ,  and making sense of it. 

Roth (1963) studied the experience of tuberculosis and developed the concept of 

tirnetables to explain how patients and doctors defined the career of tuberdosis in terms of 

tirne. Charmaz (1991) further elaborated on the concept of time as a significant factor in 

contextualizing the meaning of illness and the resuiting implications for identity. She 

suggested that illness preempts self images dong three time dimensions: the daily round, the 

life structure and the life cycle. Illness demands a refocusing of one's time perspective which 

leads to changes in self concept. This central role of îime is demonstrated by the effects of 

illness on daily a~.tivities, time required to manage illness, "2 influence of illness on fùture 

plans, the expectations of self at dierent stages of the lifespan, the role of time markers in 

explaining one's illness, and si@cant turning points in one's Uness experience. 

The dehition of the illness and the resulting implications for identity are iduenced by 



one's own interpretations and by the evaluations of others. Farnily, fnends, health 

practitioners, CO-workers, etc. dl play a role in defining the individual's illness. Individuals' 

desired identities are negotiated with and evaluated by others. Others could block or support 

one's desired identity, and conflicts over identity definitions and m e s  codd cause problems 

(Charmaz, 1987). Goftinan ( 1963) distinguished between social identity, personal identity, 

and ego identity. Social identity consists of the categories and attributes that are assigned to 

an individual through the routines of social interactions. Personal identity defines an 

individual's uniqueness; it consists of an individual's identity pegs, a concept developed by 

Gof i an  to descnbe such characteristics as the photographic image of the individual or 

her/his fingerprint, and the individual's particular combination of life history events. Ego 

identity is the subjective and reflexive experience an individuai has of hidher own situation 

which is shaped by social experiences. Go f i a n  explained that each type of identity is 

concerned with different aspects of the expenence of stigma and interactions with others. 

Another theoretical analysis that could be used to discuss the tensions of i den t i~  is Hughes' 

(1 945) notion of master status. A master status is a determinkg characteristic which tends to 

dominate other characteristics which might oppose it. Stanis contradiction/ dilemma occurs 

when an individual has two master statuses and struggles with which one to recognize. For 

example, the master aatus of diabetes could codict with the master statu of the teenager, 

with resdting tensions. 

It is suggeaed that in order to deal with disruptions and losses, a person needs to 

reconstruct the meaning of hidher life to position and understand the ilIness in terms of one's 

seif and one's Life (Fife, 1994). Corbin and Strauss (1987) used the t e m  biographical 
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accomodation to describe the process of incorporating illness into life stories with the goal of 

achievlng a sense of continuity, meaning, and control over one's Life. 

Researchers have categorized the processes, relationships and interactions between 

identity and chronic illness in various ways. Yoshida (1993) described the work done on the 

reconstruction of self in the illness experience as involving either process or outcome 

ti.ameworks. The process work involves how individuals achieve or attempt to achieve a 

sense of order of their past within the context of the ühess. The outcome work involves 

issues such as losses of self and the stmggle to attain preferred identities. Aithough Yoshida 

made this distinction, it is diicult to clearly dserentiate these separate stages. 

Yoshida (1993) attempted to demonstrate both the process and outcome elements in 

her midy. She used the metaphor of a pendulum to conceptualize the recoastruction of seE 

and identity among adults with traumatic spinal cord injury. This metaphor reflected the 

movement back and forth between the nondisabled and disabled aspects of the total self, 

which were influenced b y loss, sustainment, integration, continuity, and develo pment. The 

five predominant identity views were the former self, the supernomal identity, the disabled 

identity as total selç the disabled identity as an aspect of the total selg and the midde self. 

Yoshida suggested that identity reconstruction is a continuous, evolving, duai-directional 

process. As Geertz (1983) said, the use of symbols is a valuable means of understanding 

socid life, and as he claimeci, analogies are increasingly coming nom the domain of cultural 

perfomaace such as the drama or text analogy. Thus, while metaphon are a useful meam of 

exploring meaning, Yoshida7s metaphor of the penddum might be too confinhg a mode1 to 

capture the contînuous and complex character of identity develo pment because of its 



movement back and forth within a defined space versus a fornard, open approach. 

Charmaz (1987) defined preferred identities as implicit or explicit objectives for 

personal a d o r  social identity that people with a chronic ihess strive to achieve; fulnlling 

these goals overcomes identifications based on the illness. The development of a preferred 

identity and identity goals is geared toward leading a conventional life, avoiding dependence, 

rninimizing stigma, and creating or maintainhg a valued identiv. Charmaz used the concept 

identity hierarchy to describe the process whereby individuals chose different types of 

preferred identities. Charmaz categorized these identities in descending order according to 

her interpreiation of how diacult they are to achieve and the extent of activity demanded. 

She labelled the various levels as the supernormal identiq, the restored se& the contingent 

personal identity, and the salvaged self. Charmaz's work included Uidividuals with diabetes, 

but was largely concemed with other conditions which are physicdy chdenging in a different 

way, such as multiple sclerosis. The term hierarchy might not be suitable for individuals with 

diabetes because the physical implications of the condition Mer nom other diseases. The 

term hierarchy might be problematic in general because of the categoncal rigiaity which is 

implied. 

la her book Charmaz (1991) descnbed three ways by which individuds respond to an 

illness; embracing illness, incorp orating illness, and containhg illness. Embracing illness 

involves individuals' taking their images of self fiom the illness; the illness lends meaning to 

one's He. Lncorporating illness involves individuals' recognizing the illness and living with it, 

it becomes a part of one's self. Containing illness involves keeping the illness hidden, at least 

in public, if not also fiom one's se% which might arise out of fears of loss and rejection due to 



the stigrna of the illness. Goffman's description of role distance is another way of 

conceptuaiizing an individual's relationship to a role. Role distance is an example ofhow 

individuals use their bodies in performances to convey how they wish to be recognized by 

others. Role distance occurs when an individuai conveys a contemptuous detachment f?om 

the role shehe is performing in order to create a separateness between the individual and 

hidher role. Thus a gap is created between doing and being (Gofhan, 1973). Charmaz 

emphasized that individuals' preferred identities and responses to ilhess change over time as 

the meanings and expenences of illness change. 

Petninik and Shearing (1988) provided a difEerent approach in their coiiceptualization 

of the subjective experience involved in the expenence of stuttering as an interaction between 

an "l", a "Me'', and an 'Tt", which builds upon Mead's conceptualization of the 'T' and the 

"Me". This concephiaiiiation introduces the subjective and objective aspects of an individual 

and the connicts which could occur within an individual because of the different aspects of the 

self. The "I" is a source of action, the subjective aspect which is respoosible for the 

spontaneous actions of the individual. The "Me" is the produa of the inferred amhides of 

other people, the objective identity that is reflected upon. The "It" is a source of action, but is 

expenenced as a foreign force that struggles with the "I"; it becomes a central, if undesirable, 

part of one's identity. In the experience of stuttering, the 'Ttn represents the foreign force 

which overcomes the "I" and redts in an individuai's loss of control over speech. The Y'' 

mives to overpower the "It", but often the 'Tt" is not prediaable and avoidùig the "It" is 

di&icult. This conceptualization can be applied to other chronic illnesses where losses of 

control are significant and c hronic. The cultural context and existing interpretive fiamewo rks 
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wili influence the way that the foreign force "It" is conceived. The "It7' in diabetes could refer 

to the forces which challenge control of blood sugar. When individuals cannot control their 

bodies, the body might be seen as a foreign other, that is in contlict with the "T". 

There are various ways of conceptualking issues of self and identity in relation to 

chronic illness. While this literature is valuable in explicathg certain themes, an application of 

recent theory of identity and narrative offers an opportunity to build upon previous thoughts 

by providing a more dynamic, fluid, and comprehensive understanding of the significance of 

and conneaion between narrative, self, and identity in the experience of chronic ihess. 

2.2 Chronic illness and stigma 

Gofian's (1963) notion of stigma is an important piece of a discussion on chronic 

iilness and identity. Gofnnan defined stigma as an attribute that is "deeply discrediting, but it 

should be seen that a language of relationships, not attnbutes, is really needed" (p. 3). The 

notion of stigma, whose meaning is shaped by cultural beliefs and social processes, influences 

the meanings of illness, and an individual's daily living with an illness. Gofian differentiated 

between the discredited, whose differentness is known about aiready or is evidenî, and the 

discredit able, whose differentness is not known no r immediately perceivable. The 

discreditable, which could include people with diabetes, are concemed with rnauaging 

information about their iIlness. Passing involves avoiding sharing the attn'bute of seE and 

necessitates constant attention to aspects of the social worid to which others do not regularly 

give attention. Passing may protect one's seiffiom others' reactions, but not fkom one's own 

concerns of identity. In the case of diabetes, one's i den t i~  as defhed by social interaction, 
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may not be changed, but one's sense of self will be connected with the routines of managing 

the diabetes. The challenge with an unnoticeable stigma, is that individuals might not receive 

the understanding or credibility they deserve because bodily symptoms are not observable 

(Williams, 1 98 8). 

Disclosing information is an issue of control of information and identity, and the 

process of telling never ends. Disclosing invoives having others judge one's behaviour, the 

risk of losing status or self esteem, and facing issues of stigma (Charmat, 1991). Individuals 

With diabetes might nsk having others judge what they eat, undermining their ability to 

perfom certain activities, or seeing them as only 'diabetic'. On the other hand, voluntarily 

choosing to disclose, thus movhg kom a discreditable to a discredited person, might 

represent personal progression; individuals might no longer feel a need to conceal the illness, 

it might no longer be perceived as a stigma to them (Goffman, 1963). Stigmatization may 

vary over time and between individuals with a similar condition; the age of onset, the f d y ' s  

reactions, and social resources are only a few of the influences which affect perceived stigma. 

Thus the emphasis might be on how uidividuals perceive, experience, and manage the ni- 

potential over time and in different contexts (Conrad, 1987). 

2.3 Chronic iliness, identity, and the body 

The meaning of the body in the construction of identiv and in the experience of 

chronic illness is increasingly being recognized as an essential area of exploration. The tenn 

ernbodirnent has been increasingly used, and Saftonstail's (1993) statement that the body must 

be understood as a concrete lived experience of sociaily and historicdy located men and 
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women is a helpful explanation for understanding this term. The iiteratue in health and h e s s  

discusses the tremendous biological and social meaning which is invested in the body at both 

the personal and social levels of self and identity. A review of the existing literature will 

demonstrate what areas have been explored, and will illuminate why further snidy is 

necessary. 

It is valuable to explore research on the meaning of the body within various contexts 

of health and illness to begin to identify the complex processes involved. SaltonstaU (1993) 

studied the interplay between health, self, body, and gender through interviews conducted 

with heaithy young adults. She found that the individuals described the actuality of being 

bodied in their concepts of health; the body and self were described as reflexive aspects of one 

wholeness. Olesen, Schatzman, Droes, Katton, and Chico (1990) found that people 

constructed health biographies reflecting experiences of mundane ailrnents related to 

childhood events, family me, or relations with others. They learned that a concept of the 

physical self, as one self which existed among many selves, was grounded in individuals' self 

assessments of body expenences. Olesen et al. claimed that the physical selfis a product of 

societal and cultural themes, which include available symboiic resources and expectations of 

everyday physical activity. The siOnificance of the body to feelings of wholeness, the meaning 

of the physical body, and the influence of social and cultural forces on the physical self, are 

some of the important themes wbich might be invested with different meanings in the 

experience of chronic ilIness. 

Chronic illness idluences these previous assumptions about the relation between 

body and self Kelly and Field (1996) suggested that when demands of the body confiict with 
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desired self presentation, the individual becornes conscious of the separation between body 

and self, and the meaning of dtered bodies. In chronic ihess, the body is cenaal both to the 

seif, in terms of the experience and feelings associated with illness, and to one's identity, 

which involves the social processes of managing the illness. The relation between self and 

identity in chronic illness is a social process which alters through the ,  as the bodily 

contingencies change. Seif, identity, and body not only change but also have an enduring 

quality, thus there is tension between continuity and change (Keily and Field). 

Kelly and Field (1996) discussed the significance of the body. The body is the point at 

which the self is in touch with itself, it is the point of immediate importance for the self The 

body is also a point of reference for extemai labels, it is a focus for the assignment of public 

identities. Biological faas becorne social facts when others respond to one's physical 

changes and aiso as individuals balance their subjective feelings with physicd demands of the 

body (Charmaz, 1995). 

The meanings of loss in relation to the body are embedded in zssumptions and 

discourses of the body located in the larger cultural structures. Control of the body from both 

funetional and appearance perspectives is an example of the internalization of cultural 

expectations of the body. Being recowed as competent social performers involves 

demonstrating control, use and presentation of our bodies. Control of the body provides a 

sense of constancy of the embodied self and the ability to plan and predict future actions 

(Kelly and Field, 1996). 

Some researchers have developed theories about how individuals with chronic illness 

respond to the disruptions to self and body. C h a m  (1 99 1) described a continuum with loss 



of self at one end and transcendence of self at the other end. Loss of self refers to losing 

anributes and feelings that constituted one's self concept and the actions and experiences that 

contributed to these. Transcendence of self involves discoverhg that the selfis more than its 

body and an illness, and involves reevaiuation and renewal. Channaz suggested that 

individuals expenencing the effects of illness c m  usuaily be located at a point between the 

ends of this continuum. This linear mode1 might preclude a multidimensional understanding of 

the body's different ievels of interpretation. 

Frank (1995) suggested that being a body always requires solving problems of 

embodiment in order to act, but illness demands more awareness of the need to deal with 

these problems because during ihess individuais have difliculties continuhg to be the same 

bodies they have been. Frank proposed four general body problems, each represented as a 

continuum of possible responses, which must be solved in order for the body-self to act. 

These general problems of embodiment are control, body-relatedness, other-relatedness, and 

desire. Control involves the predictability of the body versus contingency, that is being 

susceptible to lack of control due to uncontroUable forces. Body-relatedness involves being 

associated with one's body versus being in a state of dissociation. Other-relatedness involves 

a dyadic or a rnonadic existence, an individual's relationship to other people. The continuum 

of desire refers to a person who lacks desire on one end and a body which is productive of 

desire on the other end. Frank suggested that Eameworks such as his help delineate the 

body's role in individuais' stones. 

Corbin and Strauss (1987) combined the concepts of self, tirne, and body in their 

development of the concept of biography. They used the term biographical body conceptions 
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to describe "conceptions of self (identity), arising directly or indirectly through body, as they 

evolve over the course of biographical tirne" (p. 253). They suggested that body failure and 

the resulting performance failure afKects biogaphical body conceptions, and biographical 

work must be done to reconstmct the sense of self The four types of biographicd work are: 

contextualizing, coming to terms, identity reconstitution, and biographical recasting. These 

ideas recognize experiencing the self through the body. 

Chronic illness invohes managing bodily symptorns for both health reasons and for 

social reasons, and sornetirnes these needs confiict with each other (Corbh and Strauss, 

1987). Individuals develop various strategies to rninimize performance Mures and to adapt 

to body Limitations. Individuals rnight struggle aeainst their illness in the hope of regaining 

past identities; they objecte their bodies and distance themselves fiom them. This attitude 

might progress into a struggie with illness whereby individuals attempt to maintain their 

bodies and lives as normal as possible, eventuaily integrathg new bodily facts into their self 

concepts and iives (Charmaz, 1995). This discussion demonstrates the various potentid 

relations between the seif, identity, and body. 

Charmaz (1995) used the term a d a p ~ g  to descnbe the process of adjushng one's life 

and seifto bodiiy losses and limits and to resolve the lost unity between body and self. This 

idea of unity between body and selfis subjectively deked, and may be repeatedly lost and 

reconstmcted through various stages of illness. When individuals are able to stop objectifying 

their bodies and let go o f f  e need to master their bodies, they cm become more open to 

bodily experiences and to attending to body mes. As the individual with an illness becomes 

cornfortable with the altered body, she or he may begin to un@ the aitered body and self. 
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In surnrnary, the body is an important part of a discussion on se& identiq, heaith, and 

illness. In healthy individuals, the body and self are seen as reflexive aspects of one 

wholeness, but in individuals with a chronic illness, the body and self are considered disrupted. 

The meanings of this disruption and of the changed body are influenced by social and cultural 

themes. Chronic illness requires that attention be given to the meaning of the body. This 

iiterature on chronic illness and the body is a valuable begirmhg of a socioIogical exploration, 

yet studies which further conceptuaiize the theoretical processes and meanings of embodiment 

in relation to identity, self, and chronic illness would add to this emerging body ofliterature. 

Furthemore, the condition of diabetes has not been explored using a theoretical framework of 

identity and embodirnent, and thus deserves study because of the constant and unique body 

management which this condition necessitates. 

2.4 Narrative and identity 

C o ~ e i I y  and Clandinin's (1 990) explanarion that narrative is both a phenomenon and 

a method is helpful in understandhg the various ways that narrative is used in theoretical and 

researcb studies. Narrative refers to the süuctured study of expenence and to the process of 

inqujr (Comeily and Clandinin). A theoretical discussion of narrative and its relation to 

identity will be explored in this section. A discussion about narrative methods will be M e r  

elaborated in the method section. 

The study of narrative is an exploration of the stories that people teil as a means of 

understanding the way that they experience the world (Comelly and Clandinin, 1990). There 

are various understandings of narrative, but there is a general agreement that stories and 
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storytellmg are pervasive and we iive irnrnersed in narrative @laines, 1993; Polkinghome, 

1988). It is suggested that people are simultaneously telling, retelling, and relivhg stories 

(Comelly and Clandinin). This is done as individuals reflect on pst expenences within the 

context of their present selves and reshape the stories in relation to new experiences and 

difTerent situations. This process is conducted with the intention of organizing one's 

expenences in a coherent manner as an individuai rnakes sense of his or her life by interpreting 

oneseifto others (Kohler Riessman., 1993; Robinson, 1990). The contextual and experientid 

contingency of narratives makes it difEntlt to grasp their meanings and also contrLbutes to the 

existence of contlicting narratives (Polkinghorne). 

S omers ( 1 994) reconce ptualized narrative Eom a representational f o n  traditionally 

used by historians, to a social epistemological and ontologicd form. Ontology is the study of 

the nature ofbeing and of reality. Epistemology is the study of the nature of knowledge, what 

constitutes knowledge. Somers outhed four cornponents of a narrative: (1) relationality of 

parts (2) causal emploment (3) selective appropriation (4) ternporality, sequence and place. 

S O men claimed that narratives "render under standing only b y connecting (however unstably) 

parts to a constructed configuration or a sociui network of relationships (however incoherent 

or unrealizable) composed of symbolic, institutional, and material practices" @. 616). The 

plot conneas the parts and gives sigdïcance to independent events which individuals single 

out for attention from the m*ad of evems, experiences, social factors, and other people that 

comprise their Lives (Sorners, 1994). 

Using these four essential features, Somers (1994) positioned four types of narratives. 

Somers' conceptual nanative, narrative identity, d l  be used in the m e n t  analysis. This 
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concept, as Somers explains, is shaped by ontological and public narratives. 1) Ontological 

narratives are used by individuals in order to make sense of and to act in their ïives. Through 

the process of organizing events into coherent episodes, ontological narratives define who we 

are which allows us to know what to do. This then creates new narratives and therefore new 

actions. Thus ontology and narrative are mutually constitutive. The character of ontological 

narratives and their role in the construction of the self and identity mean that self and identity 

are continuously in development in relation to time and relationships. 2) Public narratives are 

social and interpersonal narratives which shape ontological narratives. Public narratives are 

associated with cultural and institutionai systems larger than the individuai. Types of public 

narratives include narratives of the family, workplace, and the government. 3) Metanarratives 

are narratives in which we are hi~toricaiiy located. Somers claimed that these narratives are 

embedded in sociological theories although they often exist as pregivens of social science 

epistemology. Exarnples of metanarratives that Somers provided are Eniightenment (trends of 

thought in the 18' century characterized by reason and science) , Industrialization, Progress, 

and the drama of Capitaiism versus Communism. 4) Conceptuai narratives are the concepts 

and explanations that social researchers create. Somers suggested that the challenge is to 

create a conceptual narrativity that accommodates the notion that social Me, social 

organizations, social action, and social identities are temporally and relationally constnicted 

through ontological and public narratives. In this way, personai and structural duences are 

integated. These ideas are the h e w o r k  for Somers' position that social life is storied, that 

stories guide action and that experience is constituted through narratives. 

Somers, and other theorists, have positioned the integral link between narrative and 



identity. People construct identities by locating themselves or being located within a 

repertoire of emplotîed stories (Somers 1994). Somers advocated the concept of narrative 

identities because it captures the fluid, contingent and contextual character of identity which is 

located within places and relationships that change over time. Mathieson and Stam (1995) 

suggested that conversations become narratives when they are part of the search for personai 

identity. Similady, Paul Ricoeur proposed the term narrative identity to describe how the self 

cornes to be throuph the process of telling one's life aory (Frank, 1995). Gadamer effectively 

used the word dialogue when he explained that experience and story are in a dialogue with 

each other and that this interaction results in the development of new meanings and the 

creation of identity (Widdershoven, 1993). The focus on the individual construction of stones 

is located within the cultural processes involved in shaping the Stones as discussed by 

Somers. Maines (1993) also recognized the individus! as a self-omating organism and that 

these self" narratives are comected to collective narratives. 

The comection beîween narratives and identity explains why stories are a vaiuable 

means of understanding experiences in individuals' iives, such as the significant experience of 

a chronic illness. Kohler Riessman (1993) explained that individuais often tell stories when 

there bas been a gap between ided and real and between self and society. Chronic ihess is 

such a situation. Narratives play a key role in the experience ofillness when individuals' 

identities and iives are disrupted and some of the old narratives are no longer appropriate 

(Williams, 1994). The process of narrative encourages individuals to restore the order in their 

lives that the illness destroyed and to work out their changing identities. Telling stories to 

one's self and to others reaftirms relationships with the self and with others, and also provides 



guidance for others (Frank, 1995). 

Narratives both reflect and shape the illness experience (Neinman, 1988). Narratives 

are integral to the process of making sense of the past, present, and the future. Diabetes 

requires individuals to engage in behaviour patterns on a daily buis that demand different 

ways of being. Narratives, which emphasize the notion of relations, plot, time, and place, and 

the notions of intercomection and change, are a means of explorhg this process and how 

individuals respond to and shape their experience of illness. An exploration of both 

ontological and public narratives provides insight into the dSerent and interconnecting levels 

of narrative which individuals use to construct their identities. 

2.5 Ldentity, seif, and the body 

The terms identity and self are loosely used; it is ditFcult for the uninitiated reader to 

grasp the meanings of these widely used but intangibie concepts. An exploration of the 

chronic illness literature that has used a symbolic interactionist perspective on identity and the 

self and recent ideas which include the theories of narrative and the body, can produce a 

clearer and more comprehensive understandhg of identity and self. An integration of the 

various theories can offer a more compeiling understanding of selt: identity, and the body that 

incorporates both the subjective and experiential aspects as well as the social and structurai 

forces which shape these phenornena. Kelly and Field (1996) wrote that "identity defines a 

person as a social object locked into group mernberships and social relationships" (p. 245). 

This idea and specificaily the word locked conveys a sense of rigidity. This notion of fixed 

categories can aiso be observed in other chrooic illness work Through an integration of 



various theorists, it is possible to develop an understanding of self and identity as fiuid, 

dynarnic, interactional and continuous projects. 

2.5.1 The self versus identity 

In reading the literature, it is a challenge to comprehend the meanings oc and 

differences between, self and identity. Self and identity are dierentiated in the literature, but 

there is a lack of explicit definition of their distinct meanings. The symbolic interactionist 

framework has been usefùl in clarifjmg this distinction. 

Charmaz (1987) and Yoshida (1993) dehed the self and identity in a sirnilar manner 

following a symbolic interactionist perspective. Symbolic interactionkm clahs that society 

consists of selves who make their social iives meaningfid through interaction. Reaüty is 

constantly being constnicted through interactions as individuais interpret the symbols which 

develop through interaction (Clark, 1990). Yoshida and Charmaz defined the self as a 

reflexive, ernergent structure which is shaped by both social and personal identities. Personal 

identity refers to the attributes, actions and appraisais that an individual makes about one's 

self. Social identity refers to these types of identifications that others make about the 

individual and which the individual interprets and confers upoa the self. Calhoun (1995) 

concephialired the interaction between self and identity and also discussed the importance of 

recognition. Calhoun stated that identity is a major aspect of the project of subjectivity which 

could be read as the self, and that identity involves the interrelated problems of self 

recognition and recognition by others. 1 have interpreted the ideas of identifications or 

recognitions as a process of underst anding, ap p roval, accep tance, and verifkation. Kelly and 
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Field (1996) also ernphasized the notion of the subjective versus social. They defined the self 

as a cognitive construa that is developed h m  ordinary Life as individuals perceive their own 

subjectivity, whereas identity is the public and shared aspects ofindividuals. 

I accept these definitions described above of self and identity provided by Charmaz 

(1987), Yoshida (1993), Calhoun (1995), and Kelly and Field (1996), and beiieve that these 

descriptions share cornmon attributes which are helpfûl in developing a working definition of 

self and identity. The self is a cognitive, reflexive, subjective expenence. Calhoun's (1995) 

definition of reflexive is helpful. Reflelavity is viewed as the ability to look at one's self, to 

choose one's actions and see their consequences, and to hope to make oneselfsomethg 

more or better than one is. The subjective aspect is interpreted here as an individual process 

of interpretation and perception. 1 would add to this definition of the selfby including a 

physical sense of self and not only a cognitive aspect. The selfis significantly shaped by our 

identities, or more explicitly, by our personal and social identities, which Charmaz (1987) and 

Yoshida (1993) described. Identities are social as they are developed through interactions and 

are conninited both by the recognitions and identifications made by others and those made by 

the self. Gubrium and Holstein (1995) contribute M e r  to this discussion by n o ~ g  that the 

construction of selves shapes the active representation and management of identities, thus 

how people think of themselves shapes how they attempt to publicly portray themselves in 

narratives . 

Self and identity represent Werent aspects of an individual's being, but they are 

interconnected as each contriiutes to the development of the other. Somers (1 994) noted that 

both of these constnicts are in a c o n ~ u o u s  state of development. The Merentiation 



between self and identity allows for an exploration of an individual through both a 

phenomenological, experiential and subjective perspective, and aiso through a social 

consmictionist perspective. 

2.5.2 The narrative constitution of identities 

How are selves and identities constituted? An exploration of this question allows for 

an explmation of how this process occurs and what forces shape this process. 

Somers (1994) criticized identity theones which assign meaning to identities by 

attaching a fixed "essentialist" singular category such as race or gender. Essentialist means 

that there is a belief that it is possible to iden* Gxed underlying sources of identity and that 

the k e d  boundaries clanfy the conditions for and results ofbelonging (Calhoun, 1995). Not 

ody do these categorizations exclude the many other fundamental facets of identity, but they 

also attach their own normative evaiuations to their typifications. Somers' goal is to 

reintroduce the "categorically destabilizing" dimensions of time, space, and relationality that 

give a temporal and relational quality to identity. Narrative identity embeds the individual 

within relationships and nones that shifl over tUne and space. An individuai is located at the 

intersection of ontolo~cai and public narratives and it is within these mdtilayered narratives 

that identities are formed. These narratives are mediated through the immense spectnim of 

social and political praaices and institutions that make up our social world. Individuals' 

actions can be understood according to their location in relationships and the stories with 

which they identifj (Somers and Gibson, 1994). 

Whereas Somers used narratives to understand how identities are constnicted, 
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Calhoun (1995) stressed the role of discourses. Discourses are the meanings and laquage 

that we use, the way that we thhk, talk, and write about phenornena. Calhoun suggeaed that 

identity is "constructed and situated in a heterogenous field and amid a flow of contending 

cultural discourses" (p. 196). This idea is similar to Gofian's (1973) concept of role 

dissensus which describes the existence of multiple ways of performing resulting f?om multiple 

cultural and group afEIiations, and the chosen way will depend on which 'other' is a more 

valuable audience. Calhoun also cntiqued the essentialist notions that individuals cm have 

singular, integral, harmonious and unproblematic identities. He argued that while the 

essentialist reasoning c m  at times be instrumental, the difficulties in identity construction 

resulting f?om the tension arnong the various value spheres and discourses must be 

recognized. These difliculties, Calhoun explained, occur both extemally which cm be 

interpreted as social recognitions and also in Our efforts to attain a coherent subjectiviq. 

Social discourses about whom it is possible or appropriate or vaiuable to be, shape how we 

look at and constitute ourselves. These many contending and socidly defked discourses 

make recognition and non- recognition by others, which is M e d  to self recognition, 

problematic. The problems of recognition are sipnificant because recognition is essential for 

identity construction, which is in turn a vital aspect of subjectivity (Caihoun). 

Gubrium and Holstein (1995) also focused on the interactional and discursive 

practices directed to the self and to others, but their focus is more localized. Gubrium and 

Holstein viewed the self as being constructed by interpretive actions that use substantive 

resources of everyday, local, practices. It is through these practices that individuals actively 

manage their identities. The substantive resources are categorked as locally shared 
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meanings, biographical partidars, and materiai objects. LocaUy shared meanings refers to 

local cultures which are categories, typincations, and conventions associated with perceivable 

interpretive cirnimstances. Local cultures are not k e d  but require participants to both 

reference and enact what is accepted as shared. Biographical partiailars recognize 

individuals' histones, what we have done? been, or experienced. Material resources are 

objects available for metaphoncal constniction, they are visible objects that codd be used as 

bases for self representation. 

These theories share common ideas although the language used might differ. Selves 

and identities are constructed within social contexts, and an individual has many selves and 

identities depending on the particular interpretations and the specific location and time. 

Although the theorins used dEerent terms, such as discourse versus narratives verms local 

cultures, the processes involved are similar. In my view, narrative construction incorporates 

discourses and local cultures but these phenomena are comprehended and integrated through 

the means of stones. Gubrium and Holstein's ideas of biographical particulars is important 

because it recognizes the individual's history but Sornen aiso recognizes this in her idea of 

ontological narratives and the Uidividual's actions being defhed according to hidher 

po sitio ning and under standing of one's self within the existing narratives. 

2.5.3 Challenges in the mocess of self and identitv construction 

An understanding of the fundamental processes that are involved in identity and self 

consû-uction leads us into a fiirther exploration of the confusion, codicts, and challenges that 

could occur within this dynamic process of self and identity formation. 
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Gubnum and Holstein (1995) claimed that an individual has many selves which are 

constmcted in different interpretaîional contexts with diverse manifestations. They employed 

Goffman's definition of self construction as a process of everyday work located in t h e  and 

place, but emphasized that this work is tremendously more multisited than ever, and is 

increasingly o c c d g  in public forums, typically withh organizational fiameworks. Gubnum 

and Holstein emphasized the practical boundedness that provides order to the self and did not 

elaborate on the possible fragmentation that could be a result of the increasing complexity of 

our lives and the emphasis on living in institutional contexts. 

Calhoun (1995) viewed subjectivity and identities as being much more problemaîic in 

modern thes. Calhoun claimed that if we adhere to Mead's proposition that the sense of seif 

is compnsed in relation to sipficant specinc others and a more generalized social other, then 

we have a challenge when we cannot asnime harmony among the sigdcant others or 

singulaiity of the generalized other. This Iack of harmony is attnbuted to the existence of 

multiple cuitural discounes and identity schemes as well as social discourses about who it is 

possible or valuable or appropriate to be. Calhoun viewed identities as being in a condition of 

fiagrnentation, incompleteness, tension, and contradiction- 

Somers (1994) also recognized the existence of connict and tension. She niggested 

that the location of the individuai at the intersection of various narratives could con~bu te  to 

identities that are multiple, ambiguous, fleeting, and codicting. Somers not only recognized 

this as a resuit of multiple narratives, or discourses as Calhoun would say, but she also 

discussed the influence of the existence of a Limited availability of narratives. The existing 

repertoire of narratives is historicdy and culturally specific and is innuenced by the 
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distribution of power. Somers saw confusion, powerlessness, and victimization as some of 

the outcomes that could resuit fkom an inability to relate certain experiences with avaiiable 

cultural, public and institutional narratives. 

Once again, the theorists used dierent words, but the ideas are simüar and represent 

an understanding of the complexity of self and identity construction. The construction and 

interpretation processes involved and the existence of many sites, discourses, and narratives, 

demonstrates the many and dierent selves and identities that can be part of an individual. 

The values attached to narratives, the complexity and multitude of narratives, and the 

potentiai for these multiple narratives to be limited ifthe avdable narratives do not rneet 

one's expectations of one's self and identity, can lead to confision, f?agmentatioa, and tension 

in individuds as they struggle to achieve a sense of coherence and understanding of 

themselves. 

2.5.4 The reiationshi~ of the bodv to self and identitv 

It is interesthg that the body is not discussed in the ideas of identiv and selfthat have 

been previously explored. When one thinks of a seif or identity, it seems logical to think of 

an embodied person, but the body is ofien not given recognition. Calhoun (1995) did 

comment that the modem perspective of identity views the individuai as a disembodied 

cognitive subject, but does not M e r  elaborate on how the body can be introduced into a 

conceptuaikation of identity and self. Turner (1992) suggested that the identity of individuals 

cannot be separated Eom their embodiment within the interactional situation, as is obsewed in 

Go5an3s discussion of the presentation of self being dependent on our control and 
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representation of our bodies. Turner has provided insight into the theoretical positionhg of 

the body and why it is a critical area of exploration. 

Turner (1992) suggested that ontologies of the body tend to be divided around 

foundationalist and anti-foundationalist frameworks. Foundationalist fiameworks are focused 

on understanding the body as a lived expenence, the phenomenology of embodiment, the 

complex interaction between the organic systems, cultural Eameworks, and social processes, 

and how the biological conditions of existence intmde upon the everyday life and macro 

organization of populations of people. Anti-foundationalist frameworks view the body as an 

effect of social discourse, the body is seen as a discourse about the nature of social relations, 

or a system of symbols, or as a social construction of power and howledge in society. 

Turner (1992) explained that we do not have to choose between these different 

orientations, but it is possible to have some theoretical reintegration because eacb theory is 

addressing difEerent andytical questions. Turner used German ternis to demonstrate the 

diierent possible ways of taiking about the body. "der Leib" refers to the animateci, living 

experiential body and "der Korper" refers to the objective, exterior and institutionalized body. 

These different words demonstrate how embodiment is both personal and impersonal, 

objective and subjective, social and natural. Frank (199 1) also demonstrateci a mVMg of 

positions in his suggestion that the body is constituted in the intersection of an equilateral 

triangle whose points are institutions, discourses, and corporeality. 

The study of the body is both interesthg and essential to a discussion on identiq and 

se& particularly when a chronic iilness is a part of We. An appreciation of the theoretical 

positionhg of the body and the various levels of analysis is a necessruy stactîng point for this 
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type of exploration as it will provide an approach for research in chronic iliness, the body, self, 

and identity. The body nicely links the notions of self and identity because just as the seif and 

identity allow for an exploration of the subjective and the social, so does an analysis of the 

body allow for an exploration fiom both of these perspectives. 

2.5.5 Aapiication of the theorv of self. identitv, and the bodv to the studv of 

dia betes 

This discussion on self, identity and the body has demonarared how these phenornena 

are construaed both through individual actions and experiences and alsu through the 

influence of social processes and forces. This theory can be used to explore the experience of 

chronic illness. The subjective and social elements involved in self and identity, the 

continuous construction process, the elements of relations, time, and place, the available 

narratives and the many aspects of identity and self. provide a context for understanding the 

complexity of the relation between chronic illness and self and identity. 

In the experience of chronic illness, it is possible to view the body fkom various 

theoreticai perspectives. Turner (1992) suggested that an appreciation of the body aliows for 

an understanding of the expenence of illness as not merely being an attack on one's 

instrumental body, but as an extreme incursion into one's embodied selfhood. It is possible to 

explore this area from the perspective of the Living, experiential body which feels and 

experiences the illness, and Eom the perspective of the body as an effect of discourses which 

would look at how bodily behaviours and management reflea social discourses. 

This thesis builds upon ideas of previous midies in the area of chronic illness and the 



self, identity, and body, but the major focus is on using the theory of Somers (1994) and 

Calhoun (1 995) to integrate new theoreticai perspectives with the everyday experiences of the 

respondents. The definitions discussed of self and identity and the construction of these 

phenomena as reviewed in this section, as weil as Turner's theory of the body, will be used in 

this thesis. The focus of analysis on the self, identity, and the body, within the context of 

living with diabetes, will be on the individual experiential, subjective level and also the way 

that these phenomena are constmaed through cuitural idluences. 

2.6 Diabetes 

The importance of exploring the expenence of living with diabetes f?om the 

perspective of those who have diabetes has been recognized, but the literature in this area is 

lirnited. This body of research is small, but the results dernonstrate the value of this type of 

research and the need for fiirther research. The cunent study builds upon previous research 

and addresses new ideas. The focus in previous smdies included the challenges involved with 

the diabetes management routine, an understanding of the strategies implemented to deai with 

diabetes, conceptuaikations of the process of living with diabetes, and cod ias  between the 

personai and institutional realms of diabetes management. 

Cdaghan and Wiiams (1994), KelIeher (1988), Eviaclean and Oram (1988), and 

Peyro t, McMurry, and Hedges (1 987), have explored individuals' perceptions of living with 

diabetes and the challenges with which they dealt. Maclean and Oram examined the personai 

and social aspects of hawig diabetes. Thei. research covered the initial stages of expenencing 

symptoms and learning about the diagnosis, the processes of learning to live with the 
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condition, and how individuals did and did not integrate the demands of diabetes into their 

everyday [ives. Much of the research on Living with diabetes focused on the process of 

leaming to cope. Individuals had to deai with the conflicts between diabetes management and 

daily practices and to make decisions about how to balance diabetes demands with other 

needs. Some of the difficulties descnbed were the unpredictabiüty of blood sugars, 

restrictions and regimentation resulting from diabetes, the ongoing long terni nature of 

management, loss of spontaneity, and uncertainty conceming long term complications 

(Callaghan and Williams; Maclean and Oram; Peyrot et al.). 

Callaghan and Williams (1994) explained that management approaches ranged fiom 

relaxed to vigilant and varied for each facet of diabetes management and over tirne. Peyrot et 

al. (1987) discussed individuals' development of their own persond stock of knowledge about 

their condition remking fiom their physical experiences of diabetes and the problem 

management involved in deciding how to manage diet and to prevent hyperglycernic and 

hypoglycemic reactions. Maclean and Oram (1988) descnbed the l e d g  process as 

hvolving trial and error experiences, assessing the limits, and using self monitoring practices, 

to help achieve control. 

Cailaghan and Williams (1994) concluded that the participants in their study were 

managing their diabetes within the context of other daily activities. Most individuais dealt 

with the planning demanded by diabetes and controiled how invasive they allowed their 

diabetes to be, which dowed them to purnie their activities of everyday Me. Peyrot et al. 

(1988) discussed the various Mestyles their participants developed in relation to the diabetes: 

the cctyranny of tight control" and the "needom of relaxed contrai". Peyrot et al. claimed that 



the cycle of adaptation changes over time. Maclean and Oram (1988) concluded their 

hdings with a discussion on the significance of the concept of control. They explained that 

each individual needs to find her/his balance between her/his persona1 and diabetes needs, and 

that acceptance of diabetes and the power of diabetes is a crucial element in the integration of 

diabetes into one's life. 

Maclean (199 1) contributed to the nutrition and self-care literature through her 

analysis of patterns of diet related self-care in diabetes. Maclean studied dietary behaviours 

tlirough an exploration of the meanings associated with them and the contexts in which they 

occur. Maclean located individuals on a continuum that ranged fiom strict adherence to diet 

to no adherence, and suggested that the individual's positionhg was innuenced by the 

individuai's overaii reaction to diabetes and the context in which the individual lived. Maclean 

grouped influences on dietary management under three categories: individual, diabetes- 

related, and contextual factors. individuai influences included food preferences, preferred 

approaches to He management, self esteem and discipline, ease of adjustment to diabetes, and 

the importance of food and eatinç. Diabetes related influences involved the severity and 

duration of diabetes, the unique history of living with diabetes, and an individuai's perceived 

impact of diabetes on hisker pst, present, and future health. Contextuai infiuences included 

social stigrna, f d y  support, peer support, professional support, the availability of self 

monitoring equipment, cultural noms, and occupations. The composition and significance of 

the influencing factors was unique to each individual. The majority of individuals were in the 

middle of the continuum, representing a balanced approach to dieî management. A smaller 

group had a more controlled approach while the smallest group had an impulsive approach to 
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diet, sometimes ignonng it. Many individuais strived to achieve a balance between heaith, 

defined according to physiological standards, and well-being, which was associated with 

subjective experiences and social interactions. 

Research has focused on the dEerent perspectives of and languages used by 

professionals and individuals with diabetes, and strategies that individuals developed to live 

with their diabetes. Peyrot et al. (1987) suggested that illness experiences were shaped by 

personal expenences of illness and public knowledge which included health professionals' and 

lay people's knowledge. They discussed the negotiation of iliness which occurs as individuals 

with diabetes and heaith professionals negotiate the meanhg of their condition and control. 

These authors discussed the type of conflicts that occurred between persona1 and professional 

perspectives, and how they were resolved. Keiieher (1988) identified three strategies to living 

with diabetes: coping, adapting, and w o w g .  

Hernandez (1 99 1, 199 5) also emp hasized the dEerent languages of professionals and 

people with diabetes, and discussed the process of becoming a diabetic. She wggested that 

this process involved an integraûon of the diabetic and personal selves. She idensed three 

stages. "Having" diabetes was the time foliowing diagnosis, whereby individuals had pieces 

of knowledge, and the focus was on being as normal as possible. The ''tuming point" 

involved an event that initiated a reassessment of the diabetes in the context of one's life. The 

individuai consequently c hanged fiom having diabet es to living with diabet es, which involved 

a deeper understanding of diabetes and an increased consciousness of the body in relation to 

the diabetes. The "science of oney7 phase was marked by individuals focusing on living without 

risking their diabetes. Hemandez claimed that the focus of living with diabetes had an intemal 



reference, that diabetes was an integral part of the self. Hernandez's initial effort to 

incorporate the self into an understanding of diabetes, and her discussion of the implications 

of her renilts for diabetes education, are important and interesting, but her linear process 

presents a different perspective than the multilayered, ff uid, evolving notions of diabetes and 

the self presented in this thesis. 

Heather Nicol (1990) conducted a semiotic reading of women's discussions on 

diabetes management. Through the semiotic approach, which involved an exploration of the 

metaphors and sets of opposition, the theme of depersonaikation emerged. This theme 

represented a set of oppositions between the institutional and the personal. These oppositions 

included the mind vernis body, reason versus feehg and emotion, technical vernis natural, 

and extemal versus intemal. There was imbalance and tension between the institutionai and 

the personal. Laughter was used as a rneans of dealing with this disparity and to release the 

resulting tension. 

The insights gained into the specinc aspects of dealing with the management of 

diabetes are important and f o m  the foundation for M e r  analysis on the meaning of 

diabetes. WhiIe some of the eariier studies explicated the behaviours and feelings associated 

with the management routines, it is hoped that the current snidy will provide insight into the 

individual and social processes shaping these behaviours. The midies by Nicol (1990) and 

Hemandez (1991) represent initial efforts to midy language used, stones told, and the process 

involved in living with diabetes within the context of the self and institutions. The current 

shidy builds upon these studies and applies a different theoretical perspective of diabetes and 

the self, identity, and the body, using narrative as an alternate method. 
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In the existing literature about diabetes, there is a generai lack of integration between 

health professionals' research and the theory of social scientists, which Nicol's (1990) study 

begins to address. It is hoped that the use of theoretical fiameworks to expiicate everyday 

living with diabetes can further our understanding of the complex processes involved. Theory 

and practice need to be integrated to inform each other and to fiirther our knowiedge. Thus, 

in the current study, living with diabetes has been snidied within theoretical contexts that have 

been applied to other chronic ihesses but not specincaily to diabetes, and also within 

theoretical contexts that have recently been developing. 

The use of narrative theory to understand individuals' constructions ofidentiv and 

selves within the context of chronic ilhess kas been applied to certain conditions such as 

cancer (Mathieson and Stam, 1995), and rheumatoid arthritis (Williams, 1984)' and the 

expenence of diabetes within a Dakota (Sioux) comrnunity regarding dturaf hiaory and 

identity &mg, 1989), but not within the context of the population shidied in the current 

study. Certain themes might be apparent across chronic illnesses, but it is necessaiy to study 

the personal and social expenence of each condition separately because each condition has 

unique characteristics that will influence the meaning of Living with that condition. While the 

theory of identity and self has been used to study the expenence of chronic mess, once again, 

this fiamework has not been extensively applied to living with diabetes, and the theory of self 

and identity has been developing in an effort to M e r  elucidate the processes involved. 

Using theories of identity and seifto explore the expenence of diabetes can illuminate the 

context within which diabetes behaviours are rnanifr3sted- The notion of embodiment has dso 

not been explored extensively within the context of diabetes. Diabetes demands constant 
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body management and control and thus an attempt to capture what it means to live with and 

manage diabetes necessitates an exploration of the meaning of being and having a body that is 

problematic. 

The theones that we use to understand processes of everyday living with diabetes 

infoms the way that we understand and think about this experience and cm therefore 

influence interactions and interventions in both social and medical contexts. The self, identity, 

and the body were al1 chosen as areas of focus because of their sunnised integral comection 

to diabetes and to each other, and the belief that a Eamework which integrated al1 of these 

constnicts would provide a more complete picture of the experience of diabetes. It is hoped 

that the current research which builds upon ideas developed in earlier work conceniing the 

challenges involved in diabetes management but further links these ideas to sociological 

theory, wiIi expand Our understanding of the complex processes involved in living with 

diabetes. 



3. METHOD 

A narrative analysis method has been used in the present research. A review of the 

literature relevant to narrative research methods will be disnissed, followed by a description 

of the use of narrative methods specific to this research project. 

3.1 Review of narrative metbods 

Narrative is an emerging are& and has been defined in dxerent ways by dEerent 

people. A review of the literature has demonstrated that there are not specific guidelines on 

how to use narrative as a method. Researchers have the flexibility to adapt narrative to their 

particular purposes, providing that they provide a logical explanation for and of their 

approach. 

Narrative is a process of interpretation, and the aones generated exin at various 

levels. There are individuals' personal narratives which are shaped by experiences and by 

aories told about those experiences. The research interview process is a construction of 

another shared narrative between the interviewer and the participant. There are research 

narratives, which involve interpretation of the text (Comelly and Clan- 1990). The 

researcher must recognize that different interpretations of the text are possible (Polkinghorne, 

1988). The aones selected and the lem of interpretation will depend on the particular 

research question and theoretical orientation. It is a research challenge to represent the 

continuous and complex nature of the stories being told and retold (Comelly and Clandinin). 

Narrative focuses on language because language is the foundation upon which 

meaning is built. Language is sociaiiy consüucted; language Wters and organizes 
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information from the physical and cultural realms and transforms them into meanings that 

make up human knowledge and experience' (Polkinghorne, 1988, p. 158). The study of 

language in illness narratives is an exploration of how individuals interpret their own 

experiences and how these are Uitluenced by cultural and historical innuences. Methods of 

analysis can be viewed as a continuum of degree of detailed focus on language. On one end 

of the spectrum is a linguistic focus on the stnicturai aspects of a rtory, whereby each pause, 

word, line, or phrase would be analyzed. The other end involves a broader andysis of the 

whole aory and the underlying themes and social and cultural processes (Comelly and 

Clandinin, 1990; Kohler Riessman, 1993). 

A microanalysis of the text locates meaning in the structure of the aory, and how the 

story is told. Kohler Riessman's (1993) review of Halliday's, Labov's, and Gee's methods of 

interpretation presents this style of andysis. Halliday c1assZied three fûnctions of language as 

a means of interpreting meaning. These are the ideational function which expresses the 

content of what is said, the interpersonal function which concerns the role of relationships 

between the teiler and Listener, and the texniai function which refers to the structure of a text, 

how parts are connected. Labov's andysis involves focusing on the hctions of Werent 

parts of the narrative which include the abstract, orientation, compiica~g action, evaluation, 

resolution, and coda. Gee focused on how a story is told. He analyzed aspects of speech 

such as the pitch, pauses, and stanzas (Kolder Riessman, 1993). These approaches rnight be 

useful for certain purposes nich as shidying the interaction benireen people, but are not 

applicable for the present purposes of explicating the construction of self and identity which 

involves a broader analysis of content, themes, and structure. 



Comelly and Clandinin (1990) proposed an exploration of a story's structure 

according to the plot, place, scene, and context, as a means of uncovering its meaning. 

Maines (1993) proposed three necessary elements of narrative. Events must be chosen h m  

the past with the intention of focus and interpretation, these events must be changed into story 

elements through the use of plot, setting, and characterization that give structure, meaning, 

and context to the events, and a temporal ordering must be created to provide tempo, 

duration, and pace. These devices are helpful tools for interpreting narratives. 

Kohler Riessman (1993) advocated the structural approach and cntiqued a study 

conducted by Ginsberg on right-to-life and pro-choice advists. Ginsberg identified in 

women's stories a process of individuai transformation as the key force in shaping political 

consciousness. She differentiated between a story which is a causal narrative of a life and a 

plot which is a focus on the unexpected tums in a narrative that highiight ciifferences firom the 

conventional story. As Kohler Riessman said, the focus is on locating the turning points that 

"signal a break between ideal and red, the culturai script and the counternarrative" (p. 30). 

Although Kolder Riessman is critical of Ginsberg's approach to narrative, tbis method of 

looking at the whole aoxy for sigis of individual transformation and significant tuming points 

shaping an individual's identity can be valuable, and c m  be applied to the study of diabetes 

and identity. 

Narrative research methods are emerging in the study of health and illness. The 

dedication of a whole volume of Social Science and Medicine (volume 38, number 6, 1994) to 

narrative research demonstrates this develophg field. In the research reviewed, a clear 

distinction is not made between nanative as a theory and as a methoci, which contributes to 



confusion in how it is being used. 

Mathieson and Stam (1995), in their study "Renegotiating identity: cancer narratives", 

demonstrated how cancer patients used narratives to construct a changing identity in response 

to various stages of their illness. They suggested that conversations become narratives when 

they are part of the search for personal identity and they provide one's life with meaning and a 

sense of direction. 

Ian Robinson (1990), in his article "Personal narratives, social careers and medical 

courses: analyzing Me trajectories in autobiographies of people with multiple sclerosis", 

demonstrated how narratives were used by individuals to place ihess in a temporal and 

coherent context. The data for his study consisted of written accounts requested from 

members of a self help group for people with multiple sclerosis. His method involved an 

analysis of the narrative macrostructure which was defined according to categorizing the 

coherence and direction of an individual's behaviours in relation to one's goals as progressive, 

regressive, or stable. This type of analysis is restricted because it fits the narratives înto a 

lirnited structure. 

Gareth Williams (1984) in "The genesis of chronic ülness: narrative reconstniction" 

studied individuals' narratives as a means of understanding how individuals interpret the 

causes and effects of h e s s .  These narratives involve explmations that draw upon past 

experiences and W r e  goals and that incorporate the body, se& and society. Williams 

expiained that narratives have both causal and fûnctional components; they help interpret 

discontinuities and consuuct a sense of order. Wfiams presented three individuais' Stones 

about their Lives with rheumatoid arthritis, and used a combination of their quotes and his own 
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analysis to position his findings in an interpretive h e w o r k .  W f i w s  acknowledged that the 

three cases are not "representative", but he argued that they represent an important element of 

the experience of illness. 

The theory on narrative methods and the various approaches found in the research 

literature, demonstrate the rnany ways of interpreting and applying narrative methods. The 

result is both confusion and potential flexibility. The methods chosen for this parîicular 

research analysis were çhaped according to die particular goals of the project and drew upon 

the theoretical and research literature of narrative. An effort was made to adhere to the 

rigours of narrative analysis as described in the literature in an effort to strive for an 

appropriate level of validity. 

3.2 Criteria for evaluating narrative 

ConneIiy and Clandinin (1990) suggested that cnteria for the conduct of narrative are 

being developed, and each researcher needs to identify and defend the cnteria which are most 

appropriate for her or his work. Consequently, I have seiected various ideas conceming the 

soundness of a study fkom dEerent sources, with an emphasis on discussions speafic to 

narrative research, that are applicable to the m e n t  study. 

Pohghorne (1988) used the concept reliable to refer to the dependability of the data 

This concept relates to the context of the i n t e ~ e w  and how information was gathered. Since 

1 did not conduct the inte~ewing I cannot desmie this process through persod expenence, 

but can present the established protocol and can saive to idente and discuss how the 

interviewer and context might have innuenced the i n t e ~ e w  transcript. 
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Comelly and Clandinin (1 990) suggested that narrative explanation develo ps not nom 

the notions of cause and effect, but corn the overail narrative. While they ernphasized the 

need for the analysis to be generated fiom the whole, they ais0 stressed the importance of 

providing expenential detail. ft is this detail, they claimed, that provides the authenticity of 

research findings. In my analysis and presentation of results, 1 strived to achieve this sense of 

whole while also providing particulars that would encourage plausibiiity, a feeling that invites 

the reader to recognize and afnrm the happening of that particular occurrence. 

Polkinghome (1988) used the term validity to refer to the strength of the analysis of 

the data, that it is well grounded and supportable. In a sirnilar context, Kobier Riessman 

(1993) used the term persuasiveness which she defined as an interpretation that is reasonable 

and convincing. Kohler Riessman suggested that a way to achieve persuasiveness is by 

supporting theoretical assertîons with evidence fiom inforrnants' statements and by 

considering Merent interpretations of the data. In an attempt to achieve validity and 

persuasiveness, 1 integrated quotes âom the respondents with theoreticai positioning in the 

analysis and continuously shared my interpretations of the data with others throughout the 

interpretation process. 

Lincoln and Guba (1985) used the term transferability to replace the concept of 

generalizability. Lincoln and Guba suggested that it is necessary to provide a description of 

the time and context in which results are grounded to enable others to conclude whether the 

findings codd be transferred. An attempt has been made to describe the context of the 

subsample chosen for the current mdy. A sample size of four is small and Limits 

transferability, but it is hoped that the fiamework developed through this aoalysis will serve as 



a foundation for fùrther study with a larger sample. 

Poknghorne (1988) used the terni significance to refer to the importance and 

meaningfulness of the data. Kohler Riessman (1993) used the term pragmatic use to describe 

the use of a study for others' work. Through a discussion of the gap that the current study is 

attempting to address, how the interpretation was conducted, and the relevance of the results 

for hrther studies and for diabetes care, it is hoped that significance and pragrnatic use will be 

achieved. *' 

3.3 Goals of study 

The goal of this research project is a rnacro narrative analysis, thus focushg on themes 

and stones, rather than on the detailed micro narrative analysis. Within this rnacro analysis, 

various questions were asked. One level of aniaysis has been the individuals' stories about 

their lives and diabetes; what do they tell? why do they tell these aories? how do their stories 

change over Ume, and how do these Stones interact with the construction of their selves and 

identities and the meaning of their bodies? The second level of analysis is on public namtives 

(Somers, 1994); how do public narratives shape the ontological narratives of the individuais? 

Which comrnon public narratives are found within the individuals' own narratives? This 

analysis focuses both on the content and on the process of story-teiling. Why is story-telhg 

central and necessary for social Life, pdni la r fy  in the expenence of chronic iilness? How is 

storytelling both an individual process and a shared expenence? The research i n t e ~ e w  as a 

whoie, and individual Stones within the research intewiew were means of exploring these 

questions. 



3.4 Data 

The data used for this thesis are part of a data set from the Living with Diabetes 

project directed by Dr. Heather Maclean. This project involved interviews with individuals 

who had either insulin dependent or non-insulin dependent diabetes meiiitus. The interviews, 

conducted in the rniddle 1980's, were unstructured, whereby individuals were encouraged to 

discuss issues that were personally significant to their daily living with diabetes. The original 

sample of individuals with IDDM consisted of 34 people, 19 women and 15 men, ranging in 

age from 20 to 76, with a range of 1 to 39 years since diagnosis. The number of i n t e ~ e w s  

ranged nom 1 to 5 with an average of 3 per participant. The i n t e ~ e w s  were tape recorded 

and transcribed. The transcripts From a subsample of the IDDM group are the source of data 

for the current analysis. 

3.5 Sample 

Four wornen from the original sample were chosen purposively as a subset for the 

current study. Pat and Jane (pseudonyrns) were initidy chosen because previous experience 

with the data by the principal investigator demonstrated their strong ability to verbalize their 

experiences, which would aiiow for an insightful analysis. Sue and Barb (pseudonyms) were 

purposively chosen because of the different length of t h e  that each had been living with 

diabetes. A decision was made to focus on women in this study in order to have a 

hornogeneous gender sample with the hope of limiting the scope of analysis. It would be 

interesthg to study the role of gender in the experience of diabetes, identity and the body, but 

due to t h e  limitations, it was not feasible in the current analysis. The women ranged in age 
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from 25-34. This particular age range was chosen because it was thought that this stage of 

transition to adulthood involves sigdicant changes, such as those related to relationships and 

career choices, which would have important implications in terms ofone's identity. One 

woman was married at the time of the interviews, and none of the women had children. AU of 

the women were dealing with the role of the diabetes in relation to various dimensions of their 

lives including work, relationships, social activities, and personal growth and space. 

A focus on young adult women who have lived with diabetes for various durations wili 

hopefully provide insight into certain identity themes which might apply to other women's 

lives who are expenencing diabetes and similar lifestage experiences and have similar 

backgrounds. It is possible that the themes and concepts developed through this study rnight 

apply to other women with dEerent backgrounds, but fùrther study is necessary to explore 

this possibility. 

Concerns about the size and characteristics of the sample will be discussed in the 

criticai reflection section. 

3.6 Interviews 

The data for the current study consists of transcnpts of interviews conduaed for the 

study Living with Diabetes, and thus it is necessary to review the earlier interview process in 

order to position the data collected. The initial plan was to i n t e ~ e w  each participant 3 times 

in order to establish a codonable rapport conducive to the sharing of experiences and 

emotions. The actua.1 number of interviews ranged fkom 1 to 5 per participant. The number 

of interviews conducted was mainly influenced by how many meetings were needed for the 
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participant to feel that shehe had thoroughly discussed herhs experiences. AU i n t e ~ e w s  

were tape recorded and transcribed. 

The i n t e ~ e w s  were unstructured and the main role of the interviewer was to 

encourage participants to discuss personally important issues related to her/his experience 

with diabetes. Probe sheets with suggested topics and questions were sent out pnor to the 

first i n t e ~ e w  and were provided at the end of the k s t  and second interviews to help 

participants remember or reflect upon certain aspects of their experiences (see Appendix B). 

The suggested topics were idenufied through a review of the diabetes iiterature, and 

inte~ewers  were instructed to cl* to participants that they were welcome to ignore the 

topics that were not relevant and were fiee to discuss their expenences in a way with which 

they felt cornfortable. InteMewers had lists of sample questions for each i n t e ~ e w  but these 

were only to be used as sources of ideas and were not to be taken into the i n t e ~ e w  or used 

unless it was appropriate. The specïiic direction of the discussion was supposed to be 

determined by the expenences that the participant chose to share. In addition to the probing 

questions, inte~ewers used summary statements to confirm a correct understanding of the 

participants' comments and asked questions to clanS. unclear comment S. 

The interviewer's main role was to d o w  the participant to reflect on important 

aspects of hermis expenences. The i n t e ~ e w s  were not specificaiiy positioned as an 

opportuniiy for participants to tell their 'stories' of diabetes. Despite the initial intentions, the 

data were analyzed for their suitabiiity for a narrative analysis, and foliowing this successful 

pilot study, the data has been approached fiom this perspective in this analysis. Each 

respondent in the subset of this snidy partïcipated in a range of two to four interviews. Three 
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dEerent inte~ewers were involved in the in te~ews  of the four participants in the current 

study. The interviews were transcribed verbatirn and the tapes were destroyed for reasons of 

confidentiality. The data for this thesis can be viewed as a type of doniment. 

A discussion of the limitations of the i n t e ~ e w  process will be tiirther discussed in the 

critical reflection section. 

3.7 An overview of previous interpretations of  the data 

The data used for this present research have been previously analyzed. The results 

from these analyses were the basis of a book titied "Living with Diabetes" by Heather 

Maclean and Barbara Oram (1988), a doctorate thesis titied 'The personal meaning of chronic 

illness within the context of everyday life: a case study of the expenences of people with 

insulin dependent diabetes mehtus" by Barbara Orarn (1 992), a masters of science thesis titied 

"The experience of diet in living with diabetes" by Sandra Horney (1986), and a journal article 

"Patterns of diet related self-care in diabetes" by Heather Maclean (1991). These publications 

have made sigruficant contributions to the field of diabetes. It is believed that another analysis 

of the data using a different theoretical perspective, asking different questions, using altemate 

methods, and a different sample nibset, has provided unique results that will fùrther our 

insight into the experiences of living with diabetes. A description of the earlier analyses and 

focuses, and a cornparison to the present research, will demonstrate the m e h g  gained fiom 

the current interpretation of these data. 

The book "Living with Diabetes" (1988) is a description of common issues related to 

the experience of Living with diabetes that reflected concem of many of the individuais 
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interviewed. The sample used for this analysis consisted of individuals with both insulin and 

non-insulin dependent diabetes, males and fernales, aged 20-76. The andysis for lhis book 

was based on the grounded theory approach. The data were coded to generate themes. In 

order to gain an understanding of comrnon themes, the foms of this approach was cross 

sectional. Surnrnaries and vignettes of individuais' experiences were used as a means to 

convey these central themes. 

Many of the themes discussed in "Living with Diabetes", such as diagnosis, leamhg to 

cope, the broader impact of diabetes in relation to social interactions, and control, are also 

central to the present research project, but the level of interpretation differs. The book 

described general themes in the expenence of diabetes that were common across individuals. 

The scope and breadth of this initiai analysis resulted in less attention to detailed within a 

person analysis. By focusing on a smaller number of individuals, it was possible to explore in 

more depth the original themes and to generate additional themes developed fiom a more 

detailed analysis. The current focus is a longitudinal analysis of individualized processes of 

living with diabetes. 

The current focus dEers in that the lem of anaiysis is the interaction between diabetes, 

self, identity, and the body. The vignettes in the book do contain significaat identity issues, 

but these were not explicated and discussed. The present research used sociological theory of 

identity, self, and the body to m e r  explore the meaning of diabetes. Narrative theory and 

methods was used as a means of comprehending a different type of meaning than that attained 

through grounded theory. A narrative approach dows for the exploration of the personal 

meaning and interaction between the forces of the sex others, the body, and illness within an 
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individual and within larger social contexts. Narratives were used to develop a sense of both 

the details and the wider picture, in order to develop personal and public narratives which 

underlay the process of living with diabetes. 

"Living with Diabetes" (1988) lays an important foundation for the present anaiysis. 

Certain concepts discussed in the book were further explored in the current study to extend 

Our understanding of the depth of meanings and how they are shaped. For example, Livinq 

with Diabetes only briefly touched the metaphoricai images used by study participants as they 

described the meaning of their experiences (see pages 1 16-1 18 Li which the meanhg of 

diabetes is expressed through the rnetaphor of war.) A more thorough search for and 

examination of metaphon may add to our understanding of the process of living with 

diabetes. Thus the current analysis has built upon this initial effort at a metaphorical analysis. 

"Living with Diabetes" (1988) also described the expenences, the 'what' that 

occurred. It is hoped that the present anaiysis will provide more depth by Uuminating the 

background or possible explanations for the experiences. These expianations are situated 

within the kamework of identity and self and how these phenornena might explain the 

process of integrating diabetes into one's Life. Some concerns described in the book such as 

unpredictability of blood sugars, the regimented lifestyle imposed by diabetes, and the 

difficulties sharing information about diabetes with others, were M e r  explored in the 

present anaiysis to understand why these issues are problematic withîn the contact of self and 

identity. 

The present research project involves a sample of youog adult women who have 

insulin dependent diabetes. While an analysis of the broader sample has benefits, the narrower 
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focus can also be useful. By looking at a pdcular  subset, it is possible to begin to explore 

certain issues that rnight be relevant to this particular group. The sample size is srnail and 

precludes generalization, but it can elucidate the thernes of human experiences which may 

have relevance for others and can provide the foundation for fuaher exploration. 

Barbara Oram's (1 992) PhD. thesis, 'The personal meanhg of chronic illness within 

the context of everyday life: a case study of the experiences of people with insuiin dependent 

diabetes mellitus", was based on the interviews with three young adults 6orn the sample with 

insulin dependent diabetes. Her objective was to explore how inciividuals balance illness 

work, which involves the demands of the diabetes management routine, with the need for a 

valued and in control sense of self, within the context of social interactions and social noms. 

Oram recounted three stages of analysis which she dici, each progressing to a more focused 

search for issues related to the interaction between illness work, sense of self, and social 

contexts. Oram proposed changes to the health care system's dominant perspective on the 

management of chronic illness in the form of a kamework of illness work based on the 

subjective experiences of inaivduals with diabetes. Suggested elements of this fhmework 

included d e t e m g  the key dimensions of social normalcy for each client and being sensitive 

to the stigmatizllig potential of chronic illness, promoting choice and flexibiïty in an 

individual' s wo rk, and recognizing the uncertainty of regulating symptoms. 

Oram presented iier results using swnmaries of the individuals' experiences and quotes 

which illustrated her themes. Oram did refer to issues of the self and the body and discussed 

concerns about controllhg the body, the influence of others, stigma, conflicting forces in the 

management of diabetes, and the need to mintain a valued s e e  but her focus was on iuness 
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work and the valued self within social contexts in everyday We. She used her results to argue 

for changes to the health care system. The present research project expands upon Oram's 

analysis. Its main focus is issues related to identity, seg and the body, as a central means of 

understanding the process of living with diabetes. A more extensive use of sociological 

theory on identity, self, and narrative provides a digerent level of interpretation and 

theoretical perspective nom that of Oram's. The focus of the present research is to explore 

how narratives provide insight uito both the particulars of diabetes management and the more 

general implications of having a chronic ihess. 

Oram used three individuals as the bais of her anaiysis. She chose these three 

individuals because they al1 had diabetes for at least eight years and had achieved some sense 

of integration of diabetes into their evexyday lives. They diiered with respect to the types of 

social relationships in their lives, amongst other issues. They were ali young adults, two 

fernales and one male. The present research project focuses on four Merent young adults 

from the original sample. These results can add to Oram's, because they provide a detailed 

analysis of dBerent individu& The present sample was chosen in order to limit the focus to 

young female adults, with a range of years of diabetes duration, in order to explore the 

Merent stages and forces operating in the process of integrating diabetes into one's self and 

Me. 

Horney's M.Sc. thesis ''The experience of diet in living with diabetes" (1986) was an 

interpretive phenomenologicai study whose goal was to understand the personal sigdicance 

of diet within the everyday lives of people with diabetes. The sample consisted of 10 

participants with insulin dependent diabetes, 8 &om the Living with Diabetes project and two 
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others fkom the back up list for this project. The sample included 6 females and 4 males, with 

two individuals representing each age decade beginning in the 20's and continuhg into the 

60's. Horney's analysis involved coding and generating general themes and then specific 

themes related to diet. The four major themes that formed her analysis were the meanings of 

diet in day to day living, the persond meanings of diet, the process of Iearning to live with diet 

and diabetes, and the influence of others on the experience of diet and diabetes. 

The journal article "Patterns of diet related self-care in diabetes" (1 99 1) aiso focused 

on diet issues in relation to diabetes. Diet is an important element of the diabetes management 

routine, but is ody one srnail piece of a much larger picture in the experiences of uidividuals 

living with diabet es. Furthemore, the meaning of the diabetes diet can be fùrther understood 

within the context of the role of food and the body to one's self and identity. 

A qualitative research process is shaped by many factors, includiig the mgie of 

interpretation. It is understood that each text contains multiple rneanings and realities. Each 

reading is valuable and can add ciiffirent meanings to the phenornena being studied. It is 

hoped that the present research project has produced a meaningful interpretation that will 

add to Our ways of comprehending the diabetes experience. 

3.8 Analysis 

The research analysis involves the construction of a research narrative using the stories 

communicated during the interview process. The analysis occurred in various stages, each 

attempting to explore different levels and meanings of narratives. During the diEerent stages 

of interpretation, various theoretical fiameworks were used to help explore the i n t e ~ e w  



narrative. Thus the analysis consisted of a continuous process of data interpretation and 

theoretical exploration, whereby each informed the other. 

The participants' transcripts were initially read in order to gain a sense of the wornen's 

general stories. This provided a descriptive o v e ~ e w  of who they are, their experiences with 

diabetes, and some general themes. Foiiowing this descriptive overview, a more detailed 

analysis was conducted which involved an exploration of the language used, with a particular 

emphasis on embedded metaphors. Since language constructs and conveys meaning, it was 

believed that this type of anaiysis would provide deeper layers of meaning. 

These initial analyses provided an understanding of the women's expenences of living 

with diabetes and personally siguficant issues. The next stage involved a focus on issues 

related to identity. This was achieved by going back and fonh between the literature on 

chronic illness and identity, and the transcripts. This process allowed for an exploration and 

application of the sociolo&ical theory of identity, whiie rernaining close to the transcripts and 

examining the aones in the i n t e ~ e w s  that provided a window into identity issues. Individual 

stones in the transcnpts were bracketed and recornbined according to identity themes. The 

themes were developed using concepts nom the literature and ideas that were uncovered 

through an interpretation of the data. These thernes included the body, stipa,  preferred 

identities, introspection, and turning points. Quotes fkom the individuals were the foundation 

of the analy sis in order to present the individuals' testirnonies of living with diab et es. This 

ailowed for a conîinuous reference to the actual data and enabled reviewers to v e e  my 

interpretation. 

Upon reaching this stage of analysis, 1 felt as if1 needed a clearer theoretical 
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framework to position my own ideas which were developing through the data andysis and to 

integrate the various concepts and themes that I had been exp lo~g .  At this t h e ,  1 retumed 

to Somers' (1 994) theory which 1 had previously read, and searched for further readings 

conceming identity and the body. Emerging from this study, I found that the combination of 

theories of Somers, Calhoun (1995), and Turner (1992), would provide a fimework to 

position and integrate the data in a way that 1 felt captured the meanings I was striving to 

articulate. Thus, this final stage of analysis involved a development and integration of the 

rneanings of the self, identity, body, and narrative in the data, by continuing to remain close to 

the individuals' quotes, and usinç the theories pnmarily of Somers, Calhoun, Turner, but also 

of other theonsts. The importance of the self, identity, and the body to an understanding of 

living with diabetes was gained through a focus on the language used, particular stories told, 

thernes in the stories, the process of emplotment and storytelling, and forces shaping narrative 

construction. 



4. DATA ANALYSIS 

The anaiysis of the data has been organized accordmg to the theoreticai fiarneworks 

previously discussed concerning identity, self, body, and narrative. While these phenornena 

are integrally linked, an attempt has been made to study each component individuaily in order 

to increase Our understanding of the importance of each of these elements. The analysis has 

been organized according to respondent through the use of identical subheadings. WhiIe the 

subheadings are the same, the particulars differed, which demonstrates the usefulness of these 

categories for describing similar processes but individual results. 

The four subheadings comprising the analysis of each respondent are identity, self, the 

body, and narrative. Somers' (1994) concept of narrative identity as being a temporal and 

relational constmct that is shaped by ontological and public narratives, in combination with 

Calhoun's (1995) emphasis on recognition and non-recognition, form the theoretical 

foundation of the subheading identity. Selç as a cognitive, reflexive, subjective, and physical 

experience is the basis for the analysis under the subheading self. Turner's (1992) 

encouragement to ask difFerent theoretical questions of the meaning of the body, with a 

phcula r  emphasis on the lived expenential nature of a chronic illness, has been the basis for 

the analysis section on the body. Under the subheading narrative, the process of storyteliing 

and the forces of narratives have been explored. While these theones have served as the 

foundations for the analysis, ideas f?om other research reviewed were also used to interpret 

the data. 

The hdings will now be presented in a case style for each respondent: Pat, Sue, Jane, 

and Barb. Each subsection begins with a summary of the woman's expenence with diabetes. 
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This individual o v e ~ e w  is followed by an interpretation of the participant's experience of 

diabetes within the theoretical subheadings discussed above. The discussion section integrates 

the specific findings of each woman into a broader conceptualization. 



4.1 Pat 

4.1.1 Summarv of Pat's ex~eriences with diabetefi 

Pat was 34 years old at the time of the i n t e ~ e w ,  and was diagnosed with diabetes at 

the age of 25. Prior to the diagnosis, she had been feeling very emotional and her GP 

suggested that she might need psychiatnc help. Since she was working in a lab at the time she 

tested herself and discovered "4 plus sugar" in her urine and blood sugar IeveIs which were 

"off the graph". It took her four days to accept what was happening to her and to go to the 

doctor. When she finally went to the doctor she was relieved to have a diagnosis, and one 

w hich had a physiological explanation. 

Pat experienced an 18 month honeymoon period during which time she felt 

"cornpliant". She succeeded with her dietary objectives and diabetes management while 

fuffilling her other He goais. Foilowing this period, Pat "crashed". She smiggled with 

problems in her life related to work, school, and relationships, which caused her emotional 

stress, and which consequently led to problems with physiological control. Pat expected to 

have better diabetes management than others, but was forced to recognize that she had the 

same difficulties managhg the diabetes as did other individuals. Pat responded to this crash 

with behaviours which she labelled as "seifdestmctive". She used food to deal with her 

feelings and to hann berself. Sue viewed her disregard for her diabetes diet as a conscious 

self destructive action. During this time Pat experienced back problems which were initidy 

diagnosed as diabetic complications. She caiied this period the "darkest penod" of her me, 

and felt ovenvhelmed at the prospect of having to live with these cornpücations for the rest of 

her life. Pat said that she retumed to smoking and gained a lot of weight because she was 
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arucious and upset and suffering kom pain. Fortunately, the back problems were rediagnosed 

as a hemiated disk and correaed with surgery. This event motivated Pat to develop a new 

perspective towards her self and diabetes. 

Pat also swîtched doctors around this tirne, which helped her develop a new attitude to 

diabetes and to take more responsibility in rnanaging it. Pat worked togeîher with her docior 

to develop a plan which fit her lifestyle, and which increased her flexibility and therefore her 

Freedom. Pat learned how to experiment with the insulin and to become more in tune with her 

physical needs. This increased her confidence in maintainhg her blood glucose levels within 

a desired range and in controlling her body for both physical and social reasons. The 

acquisition of a glucorneter enabled Pat to fùrther increase her skills in 'reading' her body. 

Pat had to deal with the diabetes within the context of her relationships. She had to 

decide when and how much information to provide to men she dated, and suggested that she 

might have expected too much f?om her boyfkend with respect to understanding her diabetes. 

In relation to fnends, Pat felt that there were NO reactions, ignoring her situation or 

oversolicitousness, and that she was always caught in between these two extremes. Pat's 

relationships with her family members who have multiple sclerosis and artbritis, and with other 

individuais with diabetes, were a source of support for Pat and enabled her to develop an 

identification based on chronic illness. 

Pat's experiences of becomhg more in tune with her body and her interactions with 

other people and health professionak were accompanied by introspection into her past and 

into the meaning of her behaviours. She examined her past life and conceptualized her fûture 

goals within the context of having diabetes. She accepted that diabetes was a permanent part 
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of her, and she was not going to neglect her diabetes, but she was not gohg to let the diabetes 

restrict her lifestyle. 

4.1.2 Narrative identitv 

Narrative identities are shaped by an individual's location within muitilayered 

ontological and public narratives. The stories that Pat told about herser and the public 

narratives with which she identified were explored in order to understand how diabetes cm be 

understood within this dynamic construction of identity. 

Medical narratives were a key influence on Pat's identity. There were various 

narratives within thiç sphere and the particular ones that Pat identified with changed over time 

as ber relations, self, and experiences developed. Pnor to her diagnosis, Pat was feeling very 

emotional and experienced problems of non-recognition by her physician, others, and her self, 

meaning that others and her self were not able to identif$ and vaiidate her expenences. The 

redting feelings of confusion and lack of understandmg had detrimentai effects on her self 

and identity. 

FoUowing the diabetes diagnosis, Pat's identity was validated because she was given 

social recognition as a patient within the medical system. The medicd narratives, which 

involved the biomedical defition of the physiological process of diabetes, absolved her of 

responsibility for her illness. "My credibility was estabfished with the omet of my 

disease .... there was no problem at ail for me to accept it. Because it validated and it justified 

the bad time I had been having". Pat felt relief because the medicd narratives legitirnized and 

valued the physiological explanation of diabetes. c'Actuaiiy when 1 did W y  acknowledge it 
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there was.. . tremendous relief that there was something physiologically wrong with me.. . . this 

diagiosis was so much better than the alternative diagnosis which was going c r w .  

n i e  medical narrative of diabetes compiiance shaped Pat's identity. Pat linked the 

words integrity and compliance together; she felt that she could receive others' approval and 

recognition by presenting an identity founded on the valued discourse of cornpliance with the 

medical regimen. As Pat experienced dEculties achieving compliance, she recognized that 

she could not sustain an identity of a cornpliant patient. "1 was the one who just sailed 

through the whole thing initially, and of course, with the years, it's harder to sustain a legend 

and to keep, weil, for lack of a better word, to keep your integrity intact". This expenence 

demonstrates the fluidity of narratives which shaped Pat's identity, and the need to 

continuously ident* new narratives to help in the renegotiation of one's identity. 

The medical narrative of compliance changed when Pat began seeing a different 

physician. Pat went from relating to a narrative of the "golden blood mgar d e "  to a 

narrative of medical flexîîility and understanding. Her physician provided her with the 

opportunity ro conaruct new narratives about the meaning and management of diabetes which 

gave her fiexibility and confidence rnanaging the diabetes and enabled her to change 

perceptions of her self and her identity. The doctor "allowed me to Vary my innilin dose with 

my lifestyle ... dowed me to get out of line without feeling that 1 was failing or that something 

was wrong with me because 1 couldn't keep my blood sugar in Line''. 

Pat's famiy narratives, another type of public narrative, had a signiscant influence on 

her identity. Pat's sister was diagnosed with multiple sclerosis and her father was "badly 

crippled" with arthritis, "so I've got a lot of comparative examples around that make me feel 



better about what my life sentence is". Spending time with other individu& who have 

diabetes also provided this same sense of identity founded on chronic hes s .  Pat claimed that 

"...itY s oniy in a group like that usually that you can fieely express yourself and be 

understood .... and there's no feeling of embarrassrnent or constraint when you are talking 

about ity'. The experience of chronic illness in the family and belonging to a group of people 

with diabetes gave Pat support, a strong identification with chronic illness, and a narrative 

about her own "life sentence". 

Relations with fiiends was another area which formed Pat's identity. Problems of 

recognition and non-recognition were central to this issue. Pat explained that reactions from 

her fnends involved either "absolute ignorance ... or oversolicitousness7y. "It's [diabetes] is part 

of me as a person and if you are interested in me, it's something that you should deal with 

about me. But on the other hand ifyou overdeal with it you put me in a temble position. So 

there is aiways that swing7'. This was Pat's narrative of her interpretation of others' reactions, 

which was shaped by Pat's reflexivi~ about this aspect of her self Pat needed the recognition 

of her diabetes but she did not want others to "overdeal with it". Relations with men she 

dated was another area where problems of disclosing and recognition arose. She stniggled 

with when and how much of this part of her self to share. 

Public narratives of chronic illness and stigma shaped Pat's personal experiences and 

narratives. Pat felt that people in general couid not relate to her diabetes, "with any ihess, 

healthy people don't iike to taik about it .... they simply can't relate to it because the expenence 

is just not there". It is possible that these individuals did not ident* with the same narratives 

that Pat had been forced into with the experience of diabetes. Within this public narrative of 
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chronic illness and stigma, Pat had to l em how to fit her diabetes into her relations with 

others. She discussed her ditncu1ties taiking about her diabetes, leaming "when it has to be 

said and when it doesn't have to be said". 

Other public narratives which shaped Pat's identity included narratives about health 

and diet, and lifestage narratives. Pat focused on the diet aspect, versus the h g  aspect, of 

diabetes, because to her, diet was "normal". The lifestage public narrative refers to the 

cultural and social expectations of people Pat's age. As Pat said, at this tirne in her Me, "it's 

when you seek change and seek growth and when you seek ciifferences". We have certain 

narratives for each Nestage and we seek to fulfill those expectations. 

Pat's narratives which interpreted her past and positioned her in the present enabled 

her to construct her current self and identity. She said that she was not gohg to neglect her 

diabetes but she was not going to let it resvia her Mestyle. Pat did not want the narrative of 

diabetes to dominate her identity, and wanted to build her identity within multiple narratives. 

4.1.3 Self 

Pat's narratives revealed the process of the self and its integrai role in an 

understanding of her living with diabetes. Pat's identity shaped ber sense of self and was in 

tum managed according to her concept of her self 

Pat's "crash" penod and the resulting self-destructive behaviours revealed the 

stniggies operathg within her self. The destruction of a desired identity of cornpliance forced 

a recognition of her self as not being the selfthat sbe wanted to be. Pat perceived her M u r e  

with the diabetes regimen as a fadure of her self As a punishment, she consciously S c t e d  
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h m  on herself through damaging diet behaviours. Pat said that these behaviours were not 

visible to others and thus she was able to manage an identity that was separate f?om her 

perceptions of her self The ability to reflect on one's self and to interpret one's behaviours 

and feelings was central to this stmggle that was occu&g within Pat's self. 

Through this same process of reflexivity and subjectivity, Pat was able to change her 

diabetes narratives and her understanding of her self The diabetes forced a conscious 

awareness of the narratives which were defining her identity. Through an exploration of these 

narratives which existed in her past and present, Pat was able to make sense of her 

experiences with diabetes. Part of this exploration was a process of introspection and 

retlection. The process of introspection ailowed Pat to reflect on how she was behaving and 

why, and to see how this afTected her self and how she wished to be. Pat said that havhg 

diabetes "forced me to stop and look .... and the diabetes has somehow uniocked a lot of things 

for me". She said, "what 1 was doing as a diabetic wasn't r edy  different Born what I had 

been doing before, led me to realize that there were other things in He that had set me apart. 

And it was through those things that I had developed the behaviour patterns that I was using 

in diabetes". 

During the earlier phases of living with diabetes, Pat's identity as defined accordhg to 

others' and her own recognitions was the determinhg force of her self development. Through 

a strengthening of her subjectivity, she was able to change her perception of her self and 

change how she wanted to manage her diabetes in relation to her identity. This change 

involved an increased cornfort and control over the diabetes management in relation to how 

she wanted to act and how she wanted others to reco$nize her. 



4.1.4 Bodv 

Pat's narratives about her body dernonstrated both the complex interaction between 

her physiologicai system, cultural frameworks and social processes, and also the sociai 

construction of bodily meanings. 

Pat's lived body was central to her interpretation of her diabetes experiences. The 

stories that Pat told about her body were grounded within the context of her self, identity, and 

social processes. Pat's ability to have a functional body, of which she was in control, in order 

to perfonn within social processes, marked Pat's feelings towards the diabetes and her notions 

of being healthy. Pat began her narrative about the diagnosis of diabetes with a description of 

a "slow erosion of well-being". The physical and emotionai bodily feelings, the labeiling or 

lack of recognition of these feelings by the medical system, and the limitations on her 

interactions in social processes, characterized this period in Pat's Ue. Foilowing the diagnosis 

of diabetes, Pat experienced a "honeymoon" period. Her ability to return to a fiuictioning 

body that reflected cultural expectations of control enabled her to easily accept the diagnosis 

of diabetes. Pat said that she has "never been as healthy in my life as 1 was those fist 18 

months .... 1 felt better than I'd felt in a long time and it seemed like 1 could cope with the 

whole world during that period". 

The honeymoon penod was followed by a "crash", during which time Pat lost control 

of her body both physicaily and emotionally. Pat's failure to manage her body aEected her 

ability to interact with others and also her self Pat used food and her body to deal with her 

troubled seK "for me anyway eating is a barorneter about how I feel about myseif. Okay. 

And maybe a lack of discipline is a bit too fascia I don? know. It's just that 1 know that 
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when I'm putting on weight, it's not good for me physically and it's usually an indication that 

something's going on. That I'm not dealing with or I'm overdealing with ....y ou have your up 

and your down penods, and there was a fairly long stretch where 1 was fairly self destructive''. 

At this tirne, Pat aiso suffered back problems which caused her to be immersed in her illness. 

Her physical self overwheimed her other aspects of self. 

The complex interaction between blood sugars, pressures for cornpliance, social 

relations, and reflexivity of the self al1 shaped her interpretation of her body. This lived 

experience of diabetes through the body shaped Pat's desire to change her relationship with 

her body. Through the help of a physician who allowed her to change her narratives about 

her self, body, and diabetes, and through the acquisition of a glucometer, Pat developed a 

changed relationship with her body. "What she's [doaor] reiieved for me is a lot of anxiety 

and she's made it al1 right to do what 1 need to do. She's made it my decision". By 

experirnenting with her body and insulin, using the glucorneter to vaiidate lier feelings, hadg 

the flexibility with insulin injections, and not expecting perfect control fkom her se& Pat was 

able to become more in tune with her body and to increase her confidence managing her body. 

The glucometer played an important role in Pat's changes, "so I'm not doing it blind 

anymore ....g etting instant confirmation that what I'm feeling is the nght level". "In most 

cases if patients are given the chance, and given the opportunity to learn, then they are the 

best barometers of their own body". Pat changed &om struggling against her body to uniting 

her self and her body. Pat talked about her decreased amiety resulting flom her changed 

relationship with her body and her no longer feeling "trapped in a box". 

The centrality of Pat's physical body to her subjective self and to her identity is 
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demonstrated through two meaningfhl quotes. Pat says that "1 got it. Penod. It's part of me. 

Like the colour of my hair and the colour of my eyes. It's part of my physical makeup. 

Height, weight, hair colour, diabetes, it's just, that's it". The signincance of the physicai self 

is clearly observed when Pat says, 'ivhen people show insensitivity to this particular aspect of 

me it does affect me more than if they show insensitivity to my beliefs or other values. 

Because I don? know how to describe it. 1 mean your values are an essential part of you. 

But somehow not as tangible as something associated with your physical body". 

The above description demonstrates the lived experiential aspects of the body. Public 

narratives which define the body are also apparent, particularly that of the body as a symbol of 

compliance and health. Pat felt pressure to demonstrate perfect compliance because, to her, 

this was a symbol of integrity. Failure to comply was translated as a failure of the seK 

Another public narrative is the body as a symbol of control. Through controbg our bodies, 

we dernonstrate control and inte& of ourselves. Pat's need to control her body for social 

purposes iduenced her need to maintain high blood sugar levels in order to prevent having a 

low blood sugar reaction in Bont of others during work seminars. ''1 allow myseif to stay 

high, because 1 mean oh god the embarrassrnent of having a reaction in fiont of 100 people, 

would just be more than 1 could take". The avoidance of public embarrassrnent was worth the 

heaith nsk of high blood sugar levels. 

Pat's narratives about her body iinked the subjective and objective elements of the 

body together and signified how the body contains personal and social rneanings. 



4.1.5 Narrative 

4.1.5.1 The Drocess of  storvtelling 

The i n t e ~ e w  setting provided Pat an opportunity to construct a narrative that 

provided a coherence and organkation to her experiences with diabetes. Through a process 

of emplotment, Pat chose which stories to tell, how to tell them, how to connect hem to 

other aories, and provided their comext within defined places and times. It was a process of 

making sense of her experiences with diabetes, providing meaning to what happened in the 

past and how this has affected her present and possible future self. This was shown through 

narratives which identined dserent phases and signifimt turning points. The identification 

of tuming points and a labehg of phases provided insight into the faaors which promote 

change. The phases which Pat identified included diagnosis, periods of seif desmiction, and a 

period of renewal, which were positioned in a temporal framework. '4 think maybe the 

~ m i n g  point for me was, the problem of feeling jua rotten. And really having it nothing to 

do with my diabetes but feeiing rotten and having the expenence of feeling so low with no 

energy and pain and having your [Xe shut d o m  and stuff.... I've sensed a new phase being 

initiated out of that and 1 guess that's part of the reason is that I had to face that and try to 

make some kind of adjustrnent to it. That adjustment was never complete obviously because 1 

got a reprieve7'. The stories which she chose to tell about the past and the present ailowed her 

to shape her self and identity; how she wanted others and her seifto recognire her. The 

importance of this process was articulated by Pat herselfwhen she said ,  "it's also through 

taking and verbalizing things that certain thhgs that are f l o a ~ g  around in your mind d of a 

sudden click in". 
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The important role of story teiling was also demonstrated through the meaning of 

storytelling within these narratives. How to talk about one's selfto others in relation to the 

diabetes was an important issue for Pat. How Pat talked about herseif and expressed her 

needs contributed to the construction and reflection of her identiq. "Anybody with a chronic 

disease has to be cornfortable about acknowledging it appropriately. Like, in the beginning 

it's very hard. Sometimes you blurt it out in a voice that's mice as loud as you nomaüy 

speak, or you drop into conversations at the lousiest time. But you learn over tirne when it 

has to be said and when it doesn't have to be said". 

The process of storytelling involves decisions about what to Say, who to tak to, and 

under what conditions, because the stones told are shaped by and in tum shape one's identity 

and self. 

4.1.5.2 Narrative forces 

Pat's narratives demonstrated her existence at the positionhg of multiple narratives, 

the multiple selves and identities in construction, and the exiaence of conflict and ambiguity. 

The multi sited conmiction of selves was observed in Pat's "crash" penod. Pat's 

ldentity was founded on her identifkation with various narratives, and when she expenenced 

~ c u l t i e s  maintabhg her identity within these different narratives, she "crashed". She fàiied 

in school, at work, and in her physiological and emotional control. AU of her narratives which 

she used to defhe her seifwere being destroyed. 

The ability to constnict narratives to explain the past and to help with the construction 

of an alternate self and identity helped Pat overcome this crash period. Pat's acceptance of 



the chronicity of diabetes and her positioning of it within her narratives is seen as she 

attempted to balance, integrate, and adjust the various narratives which formed her existence. 

As she said, "what you are is, you h o w  c m  take a lot of dSerent factors. There's dways 

room for adjustments of things and, and I would Say that definitely, in the first few years, that, 

X I  was rating the factors affecting me, the diabetes would have had a higher rating than it 

does now. So, there is an adjustment that you make .... and there's so much else coming in at 

you from al1 other sides that's new, and you know you can't hande, you're not sure that you 

cm handle. And so it gets bumped down the list". Pat sought to position her identity within 

the myriad of experiences and demands defining her self 

The ability to exist in various narratives and to choose which narratives to be located 

within enabled Pat to develop her own ontological narratives within the available public 

narratives. Pat's daim that she was "so much more than just a diabetic" demonstrates the fact 

that it is not possible to position fked essentialist identity categories such as 'diabetic' upon 

people. Pat found herseif at the intersection of multiple narratives, of which the diabetic 

narrative was only one. Furthemore, her ability to choose narratives within the diabetes 

narrative enabled her to shape her own narrative of diabetes. Her identification with a 

narrative which emp hasized flexibility, experimentation, and quality of Ue, enabled her to 

develop a narrative to guide her. Pat said, "ou try to set up a routine for yourself. But, 

you'd have to restnct your Me so much to make that routine work, that 1 personaüy can't 

accept being restricted to that extent. And 1 think at this point in rny Life I have recognized 

that. I'm not a mode1 diabetic patient. I'm not going to stop ayiog new things. .. .for me, 

restricting my lifemle to that extent is just unacceptable. And 1 pay the pnce for it". 
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Despite this cornfort with the existence of multiple narratives and the ability to choose 

which narratives are hers, Pat continued to experience connict and arnbiguity about her 

identities. Pat said, "diabetes is always a factor in anything and everything that happens to 

you ... to try and separate it or to look at me without diabetes now is not to look at the whole 

of me". "There is an apartness that's not obvious al1 right ... that you carry around with you". 

The existing namatives about chronic illness and the lack of chronic illness narratives which 

could help in the expenence of living with diabetes shaped Pat's constant stniggle with the 

rneaning of diabetes. The complexity of existing narratives and the constant struggle was 

observed in Pat's quote, "it's al1 a big tangle, and it never, it never stops. There's never a time 

when you Say, if I do this for the rest of my Me, I'll be fine". 



4.2 Sue 

4.2.1 Summarv o f  Sue's exneriences with diabetes 

Sue was diagnosed with diabetes at age 28, and had been üving with diabetes for two 

and a half years. Sue described initial fear and feeling unsure of hersee and the anger and 

vulnerability that she experienced. Sue dealt with these feelings by educating herself about 

diabetes. She appreciated her physician's attitude that diabetes is a condition, and there are 

certain behaviours she must do to control it. Sue attended a diabetes education program 

which gave her the tools to manage the diabetes. Her attitude was that she wanted health 

professionals to provide her with information, and it was her detision how she wanted to take 

care of her own health. Sue's father and grandmother both had diabetes, but she was not 

close with them, and did not want to know about theû diabetes complications. 

During the kst year foilowing the diabetes diagnosis, Sue had excellent control. She 

conceptualized the diabetes management as a challenge to overcome. She foliowed the 

routine and achieved desirable blood glucose levels. During the second year with diabetes, 

Sue began to experience difficulties. Sue sot tired of having the disease, and lost her 

motivation to monitor herself. She found it stressful not having control over the diabetes but 

she had no energy or interest in making an effort. The threat of complications 20 years d o m  

the road was "boring", it did not provide Sue with necessary immediate feedback Sue had 

other pnorities in Me and her health behaviours, nich as diet and exercise, were the easiest to 

neglect. Sue needed outside discipline to motivate her again, and was therefore interested in 

participating in a study which involved intensive diabetes management, which she hoped 

would increase her interest in controlling the disease. 



Sue was having problems with body management issues involved in the diabetes 

routine. Sue felt hstrated with the food restrictions and the changed eating habits that 

diabetes necessitated. Sue had been gaining weight, but did not have the motivation to 

monitor herself to lose weight. Sue feared having reactions, which were more eequent with 

tight control, because they were physically and ernotionally draining, and interfered with her 

daily Iife. She also had difficulties exercising because it precipitated reactions. Sue was angry 

with herseif over her lack of control. 

Sue's interactions with others in relation to the diabetes had been both hstrating and 

positive. She found that general society was ignorant about diabetes, and she had to 

constantly deal with this. Her husband was very supportive as were her CO-workers. Her 

physician was also a source of support as she was always avdable to provide information and 

advice when asked, but did not judge Sue. 

Sue did not let the diabetes stop her from havhg a 'normal' We. She travelled, 

worked, shopped, etc., but she did cornplain about the lack of spontaneity resulting fkom the 

diabetes routine. She felt angry when diabetes got in her way, but said that the country she 

lived in, and her persond situation, made having a disease like diabetes easier to live with. 

4.2.2 Narrative identitv 

Sue's narrative identity was located withh cultural and medical narratives which 

emphasized education, control and independence. 

For Sue, the medical narrative of diabetes involved the themes of education and self- 

care. Sue conceptualized the diabetes as a leamhg process which involved a gradua1 
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understanding about the necessary behavioural changes. This particular attitude towards 

diabetes reflected Sue's desired relation towards havhg a condition like diabetes. "And I 

think as you have diabetes you learn more, and it's almost nice in a way that you have the 

initial shock. And it's very much, okay, I have to do this. And as you go dong you find out 

on a weekly, monthly, yearly, basis, what it is you have to deal with". Sue viewed her 

physician as a communicator of information and not as a listener that Pat had described. "The 

role of health professionals is to provide information. Not to teil you how to iive your life. 

Not to pass judgement on the way you have lived your life in the past, you know, infornation 

only . A ' s  my decision, or any diabetic's decision how I'm going to take care of rny health". 

Sue initially conceptualized the diabetes as a challenge to overcome, and her goal was 

to achieve a certain level of glucose control. M e r  the first year of achieving this goal, Sue 

lost motivation. This could demonstrate that integration of diabetes into one's identity cannot 

consist of ody a narrative of behaviour changes and control. Sue's desire to identfy diabetes 

as a goal could reflect a protection of her previous identity. "When 1 was fkst diagnosed the 

doctor was t e h g  me $1 can keep my sugar level under 200 that would be fmtastic, so I had 

a goal. And 1 did it for a year. And then I just got bored, because it didn't mean anything any 

more. WelI it was to see if1 could do it. And then I found that 1 could do it. So there wasn't 

the challenge anymore". 

The narrative of control shaped Sue's concept of her identity, and Sue had to deal 

with her beiiefthat she fded to successfully identify with this narrative of control. Sue's 

identification with the narrative of control as a focus on individual responsibility was 

iUustrated through her fiutrations with her husband's baking. Sue's relations with her 
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husband and her husband's love for baking set up a cenain situation with which Sue had to 

deal. "And my poor husband who does love to eat and does love to cook, will bake thkgs for 

me, which fiirther infùriates me, cause 1 don? h o w  why he does it, and he thinks he's doing 

some wonderfil favour for me .... and then 1 feel obligated to eat. Cause $1 don't eat I'm 

gonna hurt his feelings .... and it's very annoying". Yet Sue continued to Say, "and 1 think in 

some ways ['m probably more angry with myselfbut just directing it at him cause it's easier. 1 

don? seem to be able not to eat ail these things 1 like to eat. 1 don't have that control". 

Underlying Sue's feelings about diabetes is her positionhg of herself within dtural  

narratives of independence. "What you realiy want to do is help people to help themselves. 

You don't want to create some dependence on you, or dependence on a book or a report or 

dependence on anything else, you want to create an independence, a self-reiiance". Diabetes 

threatened this narrative of independence with which Sue identiiied. "The thing around 

reactions is the fear...my husband said to me at one point, you really couldn't live alone 

anymore, could you? h d  1 couidn't, or I'd be fkightened to .... and 1 have two reactions to 

that: one, I'm reaiiy happy that I don't tive aione and I have someone who cares about me, 

and he is very aware of what's happening to me; and the other is anger". Sue said that her 

diabetes is no one else's problem, which demonstrated her reluctance to publicly share this 

aspect ofher, "it's not really anybody else's problem or anybody else's business that you have 

this condition. Except when it impinges upon what you're doing". Sue was able to adapt this 

narrative of independence to her management of diabetes in her assertion that it was her 

decision how she wanted to manage her health. Sue was resistant to recognizing a new 

narrative which defined her identity, that of limitations to fieedorn. 'The incredible lack of 
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spontaneity that 1 now have in my life in tenns of running off and doing something .... and 1 

resent that kind of thing being taken away". 

Sue did not want to iden* with the medical narrative of potential future 

complications. Sue was not close with her father but had recently leamed about his diabetes 

complications. She did not want this information, nor did she know how to act on this 

information, demonstrating a reluctance to relate this narrative to her own identity. Her 

father's diabetes had progressed. "He's also having severe problems with his feet.. . . his 

mother was diabetic and had gangrene, and lost a leg. So, knowing those two things has 

reaily put a lot more pressure on me, and fear in me, about controlling the disease. So it's 

aimost like I'm getting too much information. I felt better about things before 1 knew what he 

was expenencing" . 

Sue defined her identity within the context of work and society's narratives of chronic 

illness and s t ipa .  Sue found that she was conaantly having to explain her needs and the 

meaning of diabetes within these other narratives which were "ignorant" about diabetes. Sue 

wanted to maintain her identity as shaped by narratives prior to the diabetes. She did not 

want her diabetes to affect her identity as shaped by her work context, but it was a challenge 

to keep these identities separate. 

Discourses about who or what is valued Sected Sue's perception of herserand the 

diagnosis of diabetes. Sue wanted to construct her own diabetes and health narrative, but she 

was stiU iduenced by medical narratives of control and cornpliance. 



4.2.3 Self 

It was possible to observe how Sue's self responded to and experienced k g  with 

diabetes. Sue was able to look into her self and interpret the meanings of diabetes in dation 

to her self 

Despite Sue's ability to manage a certain identity in relation to social processes, her 

self was in a constant state of interpretation, reflexivity, and ambivalence. Sue descnied 

feelings of fear and ignorance following the diabetes diagnosis. These feelings conveyed a 

perception and recognition of the physical and cognitive self'conceming the meaning of 

diabetes. Sue also talked about her constant feelings of anger and Milnerability. "The anger 

at having diabetes is a recumng thing ... and I deal with it as it cornes up .... having to temper 

your anger, and live with your fear, and your vulnerability that you didn1t have before". She 

tallcs about being "tired of haWig the disease" and this rnight be a tiredness from both the 

emphasis on maintaining an identity based on certain behaviours, and also the subjective 

element of living with diabetes. 

A reflexivity also allowed Sue to recognize how narratives that shaped her identity in 

the past continued to influence her present self and identity. This ability to reflect on the past, 

present, and fbture, enabled Sue to increase her understanding of the diabetes in relation to 

her self and identity, which helped leaming about the process of living with diabetes. "1 tend 

to learn and do things quickly and get bored very quickly. And 1 h d  it boring now. The 

regimen is boring .... so I've gotta find sornethUig else now, and it's a simila thing. But 1 think 

that's a character trait that 1 havey7. She aIso explained her feeiings of anger that existed prior 

to the diabet es and that diabetes was jus  one area amongst many related to these feelings. 
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"The issue is quite vast or quite big and goes over a lot of things. Diabetes is one of rnany. 

I'd still have the anger if I didn't have the diabetes". 

Diabetes forced Sue to cognitively reflect on the influence of diabetes on her self and 

to recognize how her self changed but also retained elements frorn her pas. A desire to not 

have to change her perception of her self contributed to a resistance to changuig her identity 

to incorporate the diabetes narrative. Despite this resistance, Sue was forced into a process 

of subjectivity, to grapple with ernotional and physical feelings resulting Eom the diabetes 

which she could not ignore. 

4.2.4 Bodv 

Sue talked about her body in a more descriptive venus an experiential manner and 

more as a problem with no level of unification having yet been achieved. The centrality of the 

physical selfwas a condition against which Sue was strugglllig. 

Sue perceived her body as an object separate from her seifwhich caused her much 

hstration. Sue resented having to be conscious about her body needs and giving so much 

attention to which foods she ate and how much she ate etc. She said, "the regimen is boring. 

Havinç to take one or two needles everyday, having to remember whenever I travel to take al1 

rny gear with me. Um, being conscious of what I'm eating, being incredibly conscious of how 

rnuch 1 weigh. Being conscious ofwhen I wanna exercise and what exercise I'm gonna do". 

Her body was problematic when she exercised because she was prone to having reactions at 

those times. Her body was dso a challenge because her weight was increasing. Sue viewed 

her body as an object which must be cared for but was too demanding. "And that drives me 
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absolutely insane, because 1 feel very fiustrated, 1 don't wanna gain the weight and yet 1 don't 

wanna be continually monitoring everything 1 eat and monitoring eveqthing 1 do". 

Sue's body was conceptualized as a probiem and an obstacle to her self and her 

identity. Her physical self was identified as a force fighting other aspects of her self. The way 

that Sue taiked about diabetes refl ected her hstrations, "you don? want something, 

particularly in the kind of society we live in, that controls your choices. 1 mean as rnuch as we 

don't want a benevolent dictator, which in a way, is what insuh is. You know ifyouyre 

good, then everything is okay. But it's still there and it's still controlling and it's stiii a 

priority, that you can't çet away from". 

Sue's talk about her body seemed to be almost lacking a connedon to the self, and 

was viewed as a separate entity. Yet Sue could not dissociate fiom her body because her 

body could not be separated from interactional situations and was connected with cdtural 

expectations about control. She did not want to continue gaining weight but she was also 

resistant to monitoring what she did and ate. Reactions physicdy and emotionally drained her 

and reminded her of the interaction between the body, se& and identity. "1 find them very 

draining iike I fhd I'm emotionaily and physicaüy just wrecked .... and I'm sure part of that is 

just hiding because I'm so hstrated that it's happened again". 

Sue lacked a motivation to care for her own body and needed outside motivation to 

manage her body which could s igne a resistance to wanting to become in tune with her body. 

"1 redy need something to stimulate me or to give me more interest in controlling the disease. 

The fint year 1 had it, 1 never had blood sugars over 200,I had excellent control. The second 

year, this past year and a halfreally, I've really been up and down like crazy. And, although 1 
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find that stresshl 1 find it just too much of a bother to wony about ... I'm hstrated now cause 

1 don't feel like there's a lot 1 can do so I wanna go into the study, so that 1 can continue to 

leam more and deal with it better in my life .... and there's some extemai reason for doing it 

other than my own self-interest". 

The body is viewed as problematic by Sue, with which she must constantly grapple. 

Sue's challenging relationship with her body serves as a foundation for her experiences of 

living with diabetes. 

4.2.5 Narrative 

4.2.5.1 The vrocess of storvtelling 

Sue's participation in the i n t e ~ e w  process demonstrated a willingness to talk about 

her diabetes and to position it into a cenain context. Sue had been diagnosed with diabetes 

two and a haif'years pnor to the interviews. Her narratives provided insight into her 

interpretation of past experiences with diabetes. What she did and did not talk about, and the 

particular public and ontological narratives which she weaved together were a window into 

her desired identity and into her subjective self. Many of Sue's narratives were located within 

a cultural narrative of cootrol and independence and a distancing fiom diabetes. In contras to 

these narratives, the reflexivity and subjectivity of her self was observed. 

The process of taiking about the diabetes was not discussed by Sue within her research 

narratives. Sue's taik about the diabetes was in relation to her resistance to taiking about this 

aspect of her self. Sue's difEculties with talking about her diabetes with others was an 

obstacle. Having to tell a story about one's selfwhen it was an aspect of one selfthat Sue did 
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not want to emphasize was a constant burden. "You're continuaily making a decision as to 

whether or not to tell people you're diabetic, which really is none of their business, or to try 

and suffer through and have a reaction which is reaily uncomforiable, or to leave and have 

them questioning why you've Ieft". 

Sue did not describe a need for talking about her diabetes, which could reflect a need 

to not talk or could represent her particular location at that time. 

4.2.5.2 Narrative forces 

Sue construaed her identity by maintainhg previously valued narratives, but she could 

not ignore the role of diabetes narratives in her Life which at t h e s  competed with these other 

narratives. Sue prioritized other narratives which defined her identity and viewed the diabetes 

narrative as connicting with these and thus overwhelrning who she wanted to be. "1 feel like 

there are so many other things going on in my He 1 just don? have the time, energy, or 

interest to monitor it as closely as I did when 1 first was diagnosed and was redy nightened 

..A takes time and it takes interest ... and it's sort of 15th on your list of prionties ... there are 

so many other things in my life and it always seems to me that ever since I can remember 1 

don? have enough time to do all the t h g s  I wanna do. And, the thing that's easiest to let go, 

is your own diet or your own exercise or whatever so you c m  accomplish these other things. 

Sue described her We as "nomal", because she was able to maintain her identity 

founded on other valued narratives. Despite efforts to prioritize these other aspects ofher self 

and identity, Sue felt stressed over her lack of control, but did not have the motivation or 

energy to worry about her diabetes. Sue positioned herselfwithin the medicd narrative of 
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diabetes and the cultural narrative of independence, and was not able to construct her own 

diabetes narrative in relation to other narratives which defined her. 

Sue's narratives demonstrate a resistance to the incorporation of diabetes narratives 

into her repertoire of narratives but an underlying understanding that despite this resistance 

there was a narrative force that she could not ignore. 



4.3 Jane 

4.3.1 Summarv o f  Jane's ex~eriences with diabetes 

Jane was diagnosed with diabetes at age 17 '/i, as she said, "when one wasn't 

supposed ton. According to Jane, her parents were shocked and insisted on keeping her 

diabetes a secret. She felt that they did not provide her with support and treated her as ifshe 

were a "porcelain doll". There were no facilities for people with diabetes at that tune in the 

ciîy where she lived, and she perceived her physician as "cold and calculating". Iane was 

initially prescribed a diet management program but she lost weight and was 'îveak and 

pained". Consequently, they admitted her to the hospitai and taught her how to administer 

insulin. 

Jane completed high school and moved to another city for college. This move 

Uiitiated her transition into adulthood, and her taking responsibility for herseIf She called her 

new physician the "driller" because he educated her about diabetes and tested her knowledge. 

The ddier's teaching was conducted in the third person, and Jane became angry because she 

recognized that diabetes was happening to her. Jane had d E d t i e s  controhg her blood 

sugars and felt Like she had a "Working pancreas", but her physician did not beiieve her. 

Jane's anger about her diabetes surfaced and she had yearly rampages during which time she 

went on a hunger strike. She always ended up in the hospital but never had her needs met, she 

just wanted someone to listen to her. 

Jane moved to another city and finally met a physician who let her thrash out and 

release al1 of her emotions about diabetes. This physician gave her the respomibility for her 

diabetes management and allowed her to take control. The acquisition of a glucorneter 
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enabled Jane to prove that she had a "working pancreas". The glucorneter was an important 

tool since it increased Jane's control of her blood sugars and therefore of her body. 

Jane reached the point where she said that diabetes is "part of rny lifeyy. She achieved 

her goals of working, studying, living alone, being socially involved, etc. She proved to 

herself that she can live with diabetes and d l  "lead a normal We". 

4.3.2 Narrative identitv 

Jane's research narrative demonstrated initiai feelings of being immened in narratives 

not of her own making or choosing, and then having the opportunity to locate and aeate 

narratives that suited her desired identity. 

lane's famiiy narratives had a significant infiuence on her identity. The discourse 

about who or what is valued affected Jane's parents attitude towards Jane's diabetes. 

According to Jane, her family believed that chronic illness was a stigma and insisted on 

treating her diabetes as a secret. Being located within these f d y  relations resulted in Jane's 

perception of being treated as a "porcelain doli". This description represents probIems of 

both recognition and non-recognition by Jane's family. Jane felt recognized as a 'diabetic' but 

her needs as an individual with diabetes and her needs as an adolescent were not recognized. 

The identity of a diabetic that she felt was imposed upon her resulted in her feeling Iost and 

alone because she was not able to locate herseif within social contexts and relationships. 

The medical narratives of diabetes that Jane was located within M e r  emphasized the 

stigma of diabetes. Jane felt that the narrative of diabetes did not meet her mestage narrative, 

which caused confusion with her identity. Jane said that she got diabetes %hen one wasn't 
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positioned the medical narratives of diabetes in a negative perspective. She viewed her f%st 

physician as "cold and calculatingy7. She called her second physician the "driller" because his 

medical narrative of diabetes Uivolved only the knowledge aspect, and not the emotional 

aspect, of diabetes. The "driller" imposed a certain diabetes narrative on Jane and limited her 

opportunity to grapple with her personal meaning of diabetes. He discouraged her from 

pursuing her broadcasting career goals and to seek a more "conventional ... like nursing or 

teaching or ... or secret arid... so I got au this negative feedback". Iane was not encouraged to 

develop her own understanding of her identity in relation to the diabetes. She said, "1 could 

grasp the print but 1 couldn't grasp the emotional. In other words, it was fine in theory but 

not in praaice .... when 1 went to him, in essence 1 was not the patient. Because everydiing 

was done in the third person". 

Jane's fin years of living with diabetes involved living within a nanative of diabetes 

as a stigmati2ing condition. A lack of recognition for who she was and what was happening 

to her and a recognition of her as possessing a stigmatizing condition shaped her identiq. The 

lack of relations, her feeling of being forced into certain narratives, her inability to verbalize 

her own narratives, and the effects that this identity had on her seE all contributed to her 

identity formation being shaped by others instead of her own needs. "Fhvhg it ...gr ade 13,I  

was jus beginning to start going a Little outward. So, it jus seemed to be one more thing to 

p d  me back inward .... I lived in a fantasy world". 'T had no release kom, nobody said, look 

so you have it, but you're not a doil. AU I heard was this thing and 1 could see the kids 1 

went to school with, and life seemed so much easier for them". 
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Jane eventually found a physician who enabled her to locate herseif within an alternate 

web of narratives. Through listening to the physician's narratives and constructing her own, 

she developed a new narrative identity concerning diabetes which hcluded taking 

responsibility and control, releasing herself from the stigma of the condition, and opening 

herself up to the possibiIity of going beyond her identiv as a diabetic. "There's two ways you 

could live with diabetes. One, let it rule yoy or B, you rule it. And it's your choice ... 1 rule it, 

it's obvious by taking care of myself I'm letting me rule it, in other words ....living, I'm doing 

al1 the things despite it". 

lane's narratives that described her diabetes experience were a means for her to 

explain who she was, how she changed, and her present identity. She said that "not that 1 

want to toot my own honi, but 1 feel now that I have done something' because 1 had to thrash 

it out ail by myse If... for 8 % years I have lived on my own with it". Her present ontological 

narrative was shaped by her locating herseif in the challenges of past and present narratives. 

4.3.3 Self 

The emphasis in Jane's narratives was more on how others have shaped her identity, 

and less about her self, about the process of a cognitive, physical, reflexivity and subjectivity. 

Through her narratives, she related an image of this process being almost shut down during 

her stmggles with diabetes, and then once again opened up when she was given the 

opportunity to share her own stories. 

Jane descnbed herseIf as a "zombie and numb" following her diabetes diagnosis. It 

seems as ifshe was unable to interpret what was happening to ber and did not have the 
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knowledge or insight to look at herself and to imagine how her actions could change the way 

that she was. She was finishing high school at this tirne and it might be that she did not have 

the confidence, support f?om others, and knowledge that she needed to overcome this 

struggle. "1 just seemed to be still involved in this kind of inertia kind of state. 1 r d y  didn't 

know what to do, whether to be angry, sad, happy, delinous, depressed? 1s it possible for 

one's subjectivity to be halted? This is Jane's recollection which might be representative of 

how she felt, but it would seem that individuais are in a constant process of subjedvity. It is 

possible that the reflexivity and subjeaivity of Jane at this tirne was confusing and the lack of 

opportunity to sort through this confusion challenged its expression or recognition. 

Moving away eom home was a motivating factor in Jane's introspection and her 

ability to reflect on her self. This introspection enabled Jane to look into herself and her past 

expenences that helped explain her reactions to diabetes and her present needs. "WeU in the 

sense that things that had been building up inside for a long long tirne, with the diabetes, with 

my Life prior to it, going away seemed to be die last stmw that broke the carnel's bacK7. 

The discouragement that Jane experienced fiom others to cognitively and physicdy 

reflect on herself continued with her second physician when she moved away &om home for 

college. The lack of recognition by others affected Jane's subjeaivi~ and interna1 struggles. 

A subjectivity and reflexivity was a stimulus for her explosive behaviours which calied out for 

others' recognition. "It was a constant thing, 1 thought about it quite a b i t a n d  1 really didn't 

quite cope with it, it kind of was there, but not there. I thought about if it was depressing". 

"I was continuaily angry, but it was the kind of things that started digghg up old things about 

things that happened in the past with my parents, so there was this continuous anger, like 
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enough steam had been building up, and you could see steam coming out of the stack, it's just 

that the stack can't hold it, so once a year it had to kind of fly off and then stearn cornes out 

very graduaiiy but then it blows up again, and then ... these kind of situationsy7. 

A project of the seifis necessary for an ability to reflect on how one was, is and wants 

to be. The self as an emergent cognitive and physical construct is apparent in lane's 

narratives. She was constantly working on her self, struggling to understand who she was, 

how she wanted to be, and the changes necessary from within her self to enable her to develop 

her desired self and identity. 

4.3.4 Body 

lane's narratives of diabetes were shaped by her experiences with her body. The 

comection between her bioiogicai needs, her social needs, and cultural processes were 

communicated. 

Jane described feeling "'weak and painecl" foilowing her diagnosis of diabetes. Her 

body was funaionally and emotionaily drained which iirnited her ability to perfonn in social 

processes. She talked about dragging herself through school and being a "zombie". The 

bodily disruption that Jane experknced fomed the foundation of her experience and her lack 

of interaction with others. The new concept of her body, that of an object to controi, was 

dso foreign to lane, "my feeling was, 1'11 play the niles of the game but 1 don? iike the 

game". "It was bat kind oc almost bewildemess, w o n d e ~ g  what to do ...y ou how,  plus 

with having to cope with new things, iike you have to have a piece of meat 2 inches by 4 

inches by 3 inches, and you know, ail these mange and profound things, that you can only eat 
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so much, and you have to have this at that meai. Very bizarre'. When Jane was admitted to 

the hospital to leam how to administer insuiin, she suffered fiom an insulin reaction and felt 

paniclq. Through bodily feelings, pressure to objechfy her body through management, and 

feeling estranged &om her body, Jane was feeling the impact of diabetes on her self Her body 

was the location of her experiences. 

Jane felt that she had a "working pancreas" because of her fluctuating blood sugar 

levels, yet her physicians did not believe her, and laughed at her. Iane was listerhg to her 

own body, but felt that others were denying her this intimacy and howledge of her seK 

Jane's body control was being threatened by others. 

Jane used her body to represent her anguished self within the cultural frameworks of 

expectations of a controlled body. Her body spoke the laquage that she was not able to 

verbaily express. Once a year Jane went into "rampages". "1 just went on a hunger saike, 1 

refused to eat. Unially 1 had to. ..ended up having to go into hospitai for control". This 

bodily behaviour which linked biological facts with social recognition and meaning was a 

means of Jane asserting her needs. The body was a site of communication and resistance. 

Through the help of Jane's physician, the development of her own narratives, and the 

acquisition of a glucometer, Jane was able to hamonize her bodily needs withia the social and 

cultural context. Iane was given the responsibility for her own body which was key in her 

taking control. As her doctor said to her, 'Vou look &er yourseff cause you're living with 

thisn. Jane was able to control her blood sugar levels and to feel more confident managing her 

body. The glucometer was a "heaith saver", she was able '%O l e m  to detect what is a real 

significant drop and, which is a danger drop, fiom just, quote, a normal drop .... having it 
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[glucorneter] it gives me more control over my Me, I feel with if I'm living a, quote, a normal 

We". .s biological control was necessary for a successful incorporation of her body into the 

wider social processes which she stniggled against previously through the rarnpages and 

hypoglycemic reactions that she experienced. Jane's changed attitude to her diabetes was 

reflected in her changed relationship with her body. Jane adapted comfortably to a structured 

schedule of meals, insulin taking, and blood sugar testing, and adjusted her work demands 

within the context of her bodily needs. She said that she takes her "numbers very senously". 

Jane's ability to integrate her bodily needs, her seq and her social identity was 

demonstrated by her talking about the diabetes management routine, "it's almost at the point 

where, it's a contentment of not having to think about it anymore because it's part ofyour 

Me". 

From a soaal construction perspective, it is possible to argue that Jane's self and 

identity were being shaped through an emphasis on control of the physical body. Her 

physicians' emphasis on her physicai control through monitoring, diet, and behaviour changes 

could be seen as a social organizatioa of the self. Consequently, Jane's rampages could be 

viewed as a resistance to this control. Through body behaviours, Jane demomated her 

need to attack these social confines. 

Convol is a necessary element in diabetes management, and through my own 

engagement with the data and literature, I believe that each individual needs to coastnict a 

persona1 balance of control which considers and integrates biologic and social needs. This 

finding was iliuminated by Maclean and Oram (1988). The body is the site where control is 

negotiated, where the diabetes experience is manifested and experienced, and a site for 
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4.3.5 Narrative 

4.3.5.1 The Drocess of storvtelling 

Jane's research narrative represents her construction of her diabetes expenences. 

Jane's active construction of her narrative was her own process of reflection and 

interpretation. Much of the emphasis in Jane's narrative was on others' contributions to her 

difficulties with diabetes and how she managed through her own efforts to reach her present 

balance with diabetes. It is possible that Jane had a need to develop this identity, and needed 

to do so by constmcting these narratives of others. Jane constnicted her narrative through a 

description of the different phases in her diabetes expenences which were rnarked by where 

she was living, her relations with others, and her own sense of self. She used significant 

turning points to represent a change in her self, identity, and diabetes. One nich Nning point 

was her move away fiom her parents' home which motivated a process of introspection and 

release. She descnbed this tirne as 'joining the human race .... having to deal with the coping, 

h d h g  strength, adjusting to becoming an adult, and making decisions". Jane's experiences 

with her thkd physician was another such turnllig point. The i n t e ~ e w  narrative provided 

Jane with die oppominity to verbaiiy construct her diabetes narrative in a way that gave a 

coherence to her expenences. 

The imponance of the process of storyîelling was illustrated in lane's expenences with 

diabetes. The limited repertoire of available narratives and being given the opportunity to 

constma one's own ontological narratives through an appropriation of available public 



narratives was revealed through Jane's narratives. 

Jane's i n t e ~ e w  narrative contained numerous references to her need to verbalize 

herself. She says her parents "had the hush word, that was forbidden word you don't brhg up 

the subject. I did it but you didn't talk about it". "What 1 needed most was somebody to talk 

to". "1 wanted somebody to sit down with me and explain to me or let me discuss some of 

that anger, why 1 &el, how it's affected me". Jane was not given the opportunity to verbalize 

her own narrative. Narratives are instrumental to restoring order and making sense of a 

disjuncture. Being able to construct her own narratives would have enabled Jane to make 

sense of her experiences with diabetes and to develop her identity and self. Jane's rampages 

were a means of crying out for the chance to be listened to, but this need was not met. "1 

wanted somebody to sit down with me and explain to me or let me discuss some of that anger, 

why 1 h l ,  how it's Sected mey7. 

The physician was Jane's "witness". He was the frst individual who allowed Jane to 

"thrash out", he was a "friend" who "listened" to her. Jane "cajoled and screarned and 

cried .... discussed things openly with him". He "ust let me thrash out d the things that should 

have been thrashed out". This significant outpouring of feelings was a nimiag point in Jane's 

self and identity within the context of diabetes. By talking about the past, selecting and 

comecting events and interpretiog hem, looking into her seE and explaining her own needs, 

Jane was beginning the path tc shaping her own ontological narrative. This helped her define 

who she was and how she wanted to be and which narratives she wanted to locate herseif 

within. 

Another key development for Jane was her cornfort in talking about her diabetes in 
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general. This talking could demonstrate that Jane was wiliiig to allow others to idenfify the 

diabetes with her identity. Jane comments, "and not really being upset when people ask you, 

you know, do you have it? Like point-blank. 1 don't mind. I Say yeah, but 1 don? go around 

telling the whole world I have it, 1 mean ifsomeone sees rny Medical Alert bracelet and says is 

it for diabetes 1 Say yeah. You wanna know more about it 1'11 tell you but, ifyou just wanna 

answer that question, fine. 1 mean I'm not ashamed I'm wearing this". 

The opportunity to talk to specific others and more general others fulnlls different 

needs and has various meanings for Jane's self and identity. 

4.3.5.2 Narrative forces 

The existence of multiple narratives was both liberating and lirniting depending on 

whether they were integrated to develop a whole, or conflicted with each other. lane's 

location in certain narratives, and her lack of ability to seek out altemate narratives were 

restricting forces. 

The public narratives that Iane used to describe her est few years of living with 

diabetes conveyed a sense of imposed connning narratives. The family, medicai and social 

narratives which aiI defïned diabetes as a stigma fi-arned Jane's seif and identity. The fact that 

she did not have narratives with which to positively iden@ resdted in feelings of confusion, 

powerIessness, and victimization. 

The existence of codicting narratives was also apparent in Jane's first few years of 

living with diabetes. On one hand, she was treated Iike a "porcelah doll", and had to adopt 

new, ditncult behaviours. Thus she was positioned within the diabetes narrative. Yet, on the 



other hand, she was pressured to "hush up" this part of her. Jane was caught between 

conniaing narratives; she was treated differently but was not allowed to talle about this 

stigmatizing attribute. Jane felt angry and depressed dunng this time. "It was a constant 

thing, I thought about it quite a bit ... and 1 really didn't quite cope with it, it was kind of was 

there, but not there. 1 thought about it, it was depressing". Her reference to diabetes being 

there, but not there, demonstrated this ambivalent and fleeting recognition of identity. 

Part of Jane's process of incorporahg diabetes into her self and identity, and leamhg 

to balance its demands, was an abüity to develop an aitemate diabetes narrative7 and also to 

balance the diabetes narrative within the context of other existing narratives in her We. Jane 

said that she achieved "some sort of integration where i f s  now like a wheel with the spokes, 

and everything fits in. And it's ail part of if and it becomes part of the routine .... now there's 

some son of sturdiness and something holding it together .... the fact that you have it, you're 

holding d o m  a job, you're living in your own place' you're able to cook dean whatever, do it 

you're able to do things you're on the go ...g etting involved in mident counsel going to 

school part tirne. ..busy socialif'. It seems as if Jane mcceeded in developing a cornfortable 

ontological narrative within the public narratives of school, career, social structures, etc. Th 

language that Jane used in her narratives conveyed changed meanings about her diabetes 

identity. Iane viewed diabetes as a "condition", not a "disease". 'Wow, when you say 

condition, it implies you have something but at the same time you can live ..A doesn't cripple 

you, it becomes part of your We". 

Despite Jane's codort with her self and her identity at that tirne, there still loomed the 

threat of contliaing and destructive narratives and thus a problernatic identity. Jane talked 
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about a fire, "once you get a fire going and it's blazing, and then when the fiames cool down, 

you still got hot ashes. Now you gotta be very carefùl, cause the hot ashes can 

erupt ... occasionally you get another fire roaring again ... so you gona be carefùl". Jme's 

identities continued to be fleeting and arnbiguous and the confidence of integration was never 

assured. 

There was an arnbi y o u s  character apparent in the various dimensions of Jane's 

narratives. Jane was continuously managing her narratives in order to achieve balance within 

her self and her identity, but there were always changes occurring which were part of the 

continuous renegotiation of Jane's selves and identities. 



4.4 Barb 

4.4.1 Summarv of Barb's ex~eriences with diabetes 

Barb was diagnosed with diabetes at age 5, and had been living with diabetes for 

Menty years. As a child, her mother managed her diabetes. Barb had difficulties deaihg with 

her diabetes because it aEeaed her social interactions with other children. At camp, she felt 

that theie were "normal" children and "diabetic" children, because they were separated at 

meal times. At school, her mother asked her teachers to not tell the other children about 

Barb's diabetes, but it inevitably became known, and Barb was teased by the children. Barb 

said that she "cheated" when she was a child, and had difficulties with the diabetes regimen. 

At age 14, Barb went to a psychiauist who heiped her deal with the diabetes and to 

recognize that she was not "different" just because she had diabetes. She becarne more 

cornfortable with her diabetes and devoted tirne and energy to managing her health. When she 

went to coiiege, she took responsibility for her diabetes and her body, and also begao to test 

her Limits and to experiment with her diabetes. She took a theater course and travelled in 

Europe, and realized that she could balance both her interests and her diabetes. 

Growing up, Barb felt that she had to be a "perfea diabetid', which she felt was 

expected of her by health professionals. She said that health professionals eventually changed 

their position, moderating their approach to diabetes management, since they recognized 

people with diabetes as "human beings". Despite this change, Bah still felt gwlty when she 

did not achieve good control, because of the messages that she had prevîously received. 

Barb pnontized her heaith, and thought about her diabetes constanti~~ but she felt 

hstrated over her lack of control and the continuous 'Quesswork" required. She tried to 
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adapt her diabetes management to her work responsibilities and to social events, but she was 

not always successful at balancing her diet, exercise, and insulin. On one hand Barb felt that 

she had become more in tune with her body but on the other hand, she felt as ifshe did not 

trust her body because she could not anticipate how it would react and could not always 

determine when she was having a reaction. The hstration that she felt and the constant care 

her body required contributed to anger and depression. 

Barb had various support systems. She valued her physician and described him as 

extremely supportive and reassuring. Barb began a support group for people with diabetes 

and she found the meetings very helpful because she no longer felt alone. Barb did have 

difficulties dealing with the generai public because they were not educated about diabetes and 

did not appreciate the demands of living with diabetes. 

Barb recognized that diabetes is a part of her self, but she was constantly stmggling 

with how to balance her various priorities in Ne. 

4.4.2 Narrative identity 

Barb's narrative identity chdenged the notion that an individuai's identity is disrupted 

and reconstructed following the diagnosis of a chrooic illness. Since Barb had been lMng 

with diabetes f?om the age of five years, the notion of disruption was aot appropriate. Barb's 

narrative demonstrated that identity formation, and the integration of diabetes into this 

identity, is a continuous process, and responds to and innuences other aspects of her identity. 

At the age of 25, Barb interpreted her childhood identity as having been strongly 

influenced by the public narrative of chronic iuness and stigma Discourses about who or 
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what is valued were recognized and enacted at a young age. Others' recognition of Barb as a 

'diabetic' overshadowed other aspects of her identity. Barb described feeling different 

compared to ''normal" children, which contributed to efforts to hide her self. "Everybody else 

sort of sat wherever they wanted to, so it was son of like the diabetics were here, and the 

normal ones were here. So that's sort of for me where that term [nomal] cornes nom ....j ust 

because of diet". "Kids don? understand. You know they are the cruelest. Very much so, 

and 1 was teased about it". 

As Barb matured into adolescence and then entered college, she was rnotivated to 

challenge this public narrative of stigma instead of being forced to operate within it. Barb had 

been able to change her recognition of her identity and wanted to change others' recognitions. 

Barb attempted to change cultural diabetes narratives by constantly chdenging society's lack 

of education regarding diabetes. Through various efforts, Barb claimed that she was no 

longer ashamed of the diabetes, that it was a part of her. 'Tm not ashamed of it ... and 1 don't 

go out of my way to teil people, but 1 figure ifthey're going to get to know me, that's part of 

me". Barb had to balance her need to counter stigma narratives with her need to protect her 

own interests. The ontological narratives that Barb was able to construct were shaped within 

the Limitations of public narratives. About her decision to not put diabetic on her driver's 

license or on job applications, Barb said, ''ununtil people are more aware of what diabetes is ail 

about.. .and have a redy  good under standing of it, Pm not putting myseif out". 

Barb was part of changing medical narratives throughout her experiences with 

diabetes, all of which shaped her identity with diabetes. "They W y  have taken a look at us 

as human beings and not as this machine that is programmed to do exactlyy to be perfect. And 
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you know, so that was really super ... 1 mean we're not perfect. And for a long the we were 

told we had to be, and it's impossible. And they helped us to tive with it, you know, that's the 

biggest thing' is they've taken the time to look at ali of these things and Say okay now you 

know, what can we do to change things so that people can live with it. As nonnal as 

possible". Despite this changed narrative, Barb still felt caught up in the 6cd~'s  and don't's", 

and felt guilty ifshe did not succeed with her management. This demonmted the extent of 

her identification with entrenched medicd narratives and how much her identity and self were 

caught up with their definitions. 

Barb aruggled to balance her various identity desires and needed others' recognitions 

to help her. Significant othen helped Barb develop her own confort with her diabetes 

identity. Her physician was particularly supportive in aErmhg her diabetes narratives, "He 

[doaor] has the attitude, tike he makes you feel like you've got ail the time in the world. And 

that really is important. 1 guess a lot for me, because 1 need a lot of reassurance about my 

diabetes". Barb succeeded in developing her diabetes narrative through the support of other 

people M g  with diabetes. Barb was involved in the organization of a support group for 

people with diabetes, which was very valuable for her. These meetings provided the 

opportunity that at defhed Mies and places, and with certain people, Barb was able to focus 

on her identity founded on diabetes. "The biggest thing is just sharing expenences with 

people .... sitting down with people who understand what you're going throu &... 1 guess it's 

just the support that 1 cm get, fkorn the group, and knowing that you lmow we've aIl gone 

through exactiy the same thing". 

Barb's heaith and illness narratives were also connected with public mat ives  of 
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individual independence. Barb bad a need to be independent, to not allow others to help her 

when she was experiencing a reaction. She needed to be responsible for henelfand to 

maintain control. The themes of control, responsibility, and independence permeated her 

narratives of diabetes. 

Family and social narratives, especially those representative of Barb's üfestage, also 

çignificantly afEected Barb's diabetes narratives. Barb's family narrative revolved around her 

mother's behavioural expectations, "my mother hasn't said it, but 1 know in the back of her 

rnind she's saying, you shouldn't be dohg that". The family narrative was countered by her 

fiiends' narrative which involved Barb's social needs and her relations with her boyiiiend. 

Barb's narratives dernonstrated a continuous developrnent of identity which was 

contingent on her specific needs, her relations with others, the place, and time. Barb used 

various narratives to help her understand her past experiences and to coastruct her present 

desired identity. 

4.4.3 Self 

Barb's reflexivity and subjectivity concerning her cognitive and physicd self was 

observed through her narratives about the chronicity of diabetes and its interpretation in 

relation to her seK 

As a child, Barb was teased about her diabetes. Barb was very sensitive about having 

diabetes and compared herseif to "nonnal" children Barb said that because of the diabetes 

she was an introverted child. During her cMdhood, Barb negatively perceived others' and her 

own identifications of the stigmatization of diabetes, which contributed to her feeling 



uncertain about her self. As Barb grew older and received help from a psychiatrist, she 

emerged kom her shell. She reflected upon and shaped her self according to her own needs, 

which in tum iduenced how she presented herseif publicly. Despite Barb 's increased 

cornfort with her diabetes. she continued to reflea on her self and to compare herseif to 

others who do not have diabetes. "1 guess I do draw cornparisons between myselfand other 

people ... like 1 feel sheltered a lot of the tirne, it's Like okay 1 can do this and this and this, but 

no 1 can't do that. Whereas everybody else can do that". nie constant processes of 

subjectivity and reflexivity that diabetes demanded made diabetes a challenging condition. 

Barb's subjective reflection on who she was, how she managed the diabetes, and the 

meaning of her self in relation to the diabetes, contributed to a range of feelings experienced 

during the twenty years of Living with diabetes. These feelings represent the complex 

cognitive process of the seK Barb described feelings of anger, g d t ,  depressioq and 

fhstration, which were always with her. She said that "it's very hard to be a diabetic". 

"Angry, you get redy teed off. You know, you get depressed ... there's nich a wide range of 

feelings that go with it. A lot of times its anger. Because of the ~npredictability~ And 

depression". 

Barb stated that there was never a point of acceptance of diabetes. This expression 

reflected the constant stiuggles which occur within the self when dealing with a chronic illness 

like diabetes. "You do go through a lot of Nt.. .and I've tried to deal with that, I've tried to 

work on that, and it's very hard.. ..it 's been drilled into me so much, the do's and the don't's. 

Um, that even when you say you can do this and I've been told in the past you can't, it's like 

the guilt cornes back And, 1 don? know if I'li ever get nd of guilt. Um, 1 hope so, you know 
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The constant presence and demands of the physicd self, and the interconnectedness of 

the cognitive and physicd selves was demonstrated with these words. "It goes with you 

everyplace you go. And, it gets very hstrating, you know you really, you get to the point 

where you just wanna Say screw it. You know, I've had enough. 1 mean I look forward to 

going to bed some nights, because it's Iike, it shuts oK...maybe it's just me ... 1 am very 

attuned to it". 

Barb had been living with diabetes for 20 years, and thus her selfhad been connected 

with the diabetes narrative for the majority of her Me. The emotional effeas of diabetes on 

the selc and the continuous evaluation of the self in relation to the diabetes was 

comrnunicated through Barb's narratives. 

4.4.4 Body 

Barb's diabetes narrative was largely focused around the expenential bodily aspect of 

living with diabetes. Diabetes was interpreted by Bah as a bodily condition which was 

integrally iinked to her self and identity- Barb's narratives illustrate various meanings that 

Barb bas attached to her body, which have implications on ber dSerent selves and identities. 

Barb's mother cared for Barb's diabetes when she was a child. The fact that Barb's 

mother assumed responsibility for her body meant that Barb did not have to tune into bodily 

meanings. As Barb matured into adolescence, she took control of the diabetes a d  her body. 

This change of responsîbility contniuted to an opportunity for Bah to comect her self and 

her body, and to increased cornfort within social processes. This initiated a process of 
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leaniing to read her body. Barb explained that this increased cornpetence in rnanaging her 

body led to increased confidence rnanaging the diabetes. "When 1 was a chüd, it was like, I 

wasn't really responsible for it. You know, Iike yes 1 took my needle every day, 1 ate what 1 

was told to eat. But at the same time it was like, she was looking a e r  it. So whereas now, I 

mean I know myself and I know what my body can do, and how it reacts in different 

situations. So it's iike, now I can sort of go into diierent situations a linle more relaxed than 

1 used to". 

Having diabetes forced Barb to develop a unique relationship wiîh her body; her body 

had tremendous rneaning for her because of her belief of the intercomectedness between her 

body and her self and identity. Barb believed that everything affected her body, such as stress, 

and thus she gave her body trernendous attention, and was veiy sensitive to changes in her 

body. Barb said that she "plays with things" to leam her body needs. "You get to know your 

skin and your body pretty good, when you've had it for a long tirne ....y ou do become very 

sensitive to what goes on in your body. Because you deal with, you're constantly dealing 

with any sort of changes that happen". 

Despite the tremendous time and energy that Barb spent cariog for her body, there 

was a feeling of antagonism between her self and her body. These feelings resulted fkom the 

condition that biologic requirements for existence intervene in everyday life. Bah's efforts to 

unite her body, self, and identity, and to maintain control for social and physical purposes was 

challenged by her body's unpredictability, which led to feelings of anger, guilt, and depression. 

Barb explained that caring for her body is constant "guessworK' and involved juggling the 

many contriibuting factors that aEected her diabetes. The lack of control and the lack of 
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predictability led Barb to feel a lack of trust of her body, that she could not depend on her 

body. "Tt's hstrating because you have to juggle everything ...y ou try and do your best and 

you hope that you know one day wiil hit on. But it's guesswork every day ....y ou look at your 

diet, you look at your insulin, you look at your exercise. But you don't look at the other iittle 

tiny things ... and that gets mistrating you know because it's like, you want to do the best you 

cm. And then, when you don't get the results that you wanna get, you start, weU for myself I 

feel guilty. It's a never ending cycle". "It's an insecurity oÇ at times you don't trust your 

body ... occasionally having a reaction and not being able to tell that you are". 

Barb's concern with her body stemmed from health and social needs. Barb's identity 

could not be separated f?om her embodiment within social situations, and thus body 

management during these times was critical. "When you're in a crowded sihiation, and you 

don't know the people, and it's like, you Imow, al1 of a sudden I'U start getting shaky, that 

kind of thing. 1 get embarrassed, it's iike 1 can't explain to this group of people what's going 

on with me, and 1 don't know what's going through their head at that moment when they look 

at men. 7 don't like lerting people know I'm having a reaction, like 1 prefer that, you know, 

if I can handle it myseif 1 prefer they don't laiow". 

The many experiences that Barb had with her body contributed to an understanding of 

her body as different compared to the bodies of others who did not have diabetes. This belief 

represents the trerneadous meaning of the physical body in relation to the s e e  the role of the 

body in differentiating one's se!f&om others, and also how the body with diabetes dissociates 

fiom others. "You have a cEEerent perspective ke ,  you know, 1 don? get up in the morning 

and think okay I'rn h a h g  a bowl of cereai, I'm having my carb~hydrate~ which is going to 
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get me to work ... and it's not like I'm eating a donut, it's like I'm eating sugar, too much .... L 

mean my whole life has been like that". "It's hstrating, because, you know, like anything 

that a normal person gets is twice as bad for me, because it screws up the diabetes .... like a 

cold to you is nothing. 1 mean you feel miserable and that kind of thing, but a cold to me, my 

diabetes goes cornpletely out of whack. Any sort of infection ... and so you becorne more 

sensitive to any changes in your body". 

The centrality of the physical body to Barb's self and her degree of body-relatedness 

was fùrther illustrated in her comrnents about the implications of her body on her future and 

her concem for her body. "A lot of times 1 don't really think ahead, basically aU1 think about 

is today. You know because 1, 1 mean 1 don't know what's gonna be down the road 5 years 

fiom now, you know, I've been told that eventually my kidneys may go, and it's Wre I can't 

think about that right now. Um, cause 1 would go crazy". "The one thing 1 don? do is, is sort 

of put it back on the sheifand try and forget about 4 you know, because it is something that's 

very important to me, it's something that for my weil being 1 have to consider all the tirne". 

The various meanlligs of the body conveyed through Barb's nanatives demonstrate 

the intercomectedness between the body, se4  and identity. 

4.4.5 Narrative 

4.4.5.1 The process of  storyteiiing 

Barb's i n t e ~ e w  narrative provided her with the opportunity to plot the Merent 

phases of her iivhg with diabetes through her childhood, adolescence, and into young 

adulthood. Through these narratives, Barb constnicted her own understanding of her self and 
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identity in the past and present. Her changing stones and thus self and identity reflected the 

changing positioning within narratives which invohed difEerent relations, times, and places. 

The ability to talk about diabetes with others was an important theme tfroughout 

Barb's diabetes narrative. The process of storytelling dlowed Barb to make sewe of diabetes 

for herself and others, which helped in her understanding of her self and identity and her 

relations with others. Barb identified her interaction with a psychiatrist at the age of 14 as a 

critical tuming point in helping her to deal with her diabetes. This was an oppomullty for 

Barb to verbalize her stones, to make sense of the diabetes, and to develop an altemate 

diabetes narrative that coincided with her desired identity. '4 went to see a psychiatnst to try 

and help me deal with that. Um, because 1 would never go out of the house, and it was 

because of the way I had been treated as 1 was growing up. And that, you know that helped 

me a great deal. To see that I'm not so different from anybody else just because my pancreas 

doesn't work. Or because I have to take a neede". 

Barb said that she did not teil anybody about her diabetes when she was growing up 

until college at which time she began to share this part of her selfwith others. The ability to 

tak about her diabetes was a key aspect of Barb's increased confort with managing her body 

and her diabetes, overcoming the stigma of diabetes, and a&ming her sense of self and her 

desired identity. Barb said that as long as she can explain her diabetes and her needs to others 

then she is cornfortable with her diabetes in relation to others. Explaining her story and 

positioning her self within these narratives dowed B a b  control over her identity. 

As Barb matured, she verbaiized her stones and comtructed new narratives. This 

raises the question of the relationslip between age, environment, and the abiüty to consma 
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narratives, and whether we have greater oppominities to challenge discourses as we develop 

more confidence and knowledge. Ifso, then this mîght demonstrate the need to make the 

environment optimal for children and teens to develop their own strength and confidence to 

tell stories when this migbt be seen as a difncult challenge. 

Barb's physician was also integral to her storytelling. Barb was grateful that her 

physician listened to her "ranting and raving". Barb explained that she needed to be able to 

share her stories with her physician because it helped her to make sense of what was 

happening to her. "Just to have somebody sit there and liaen to you. And Men to a l l  your 

ranting and raving, and that kind of thing and jua to be able to sit there and cry, and to be 

able to get what you're feeling out". 

This need to talk about one's self in order to provide a sense of coherence and 

clarification to one's expenences was also demonstrated by the value that Barb attached to 

belonging to a support group for people with diabetes. "The biggest thing is just sharing 

expenences with people.. ..sitting down with people who understand what you're going 

through". 

4.4.5.2 Narrative forces 

Barb's research narrative demonstrated the importance of having the opportunity to 

seek out alternative narratives. Through this process, Barb consüucted a desired identity. 

The exploration of various narratives was a positive achievement for Bah and allowed her to 

overcome the control of diabetes on her seif and identiq. By travelling, and punuing her 

interests and studies, she was able to develop an identity based on multiple narratives that 
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could be integrated together. 'Tm tired of doing it, you know I'rn tired of compensating al1 

the time or not doing things because of diabetes because for a lot of years, 1 never did. For a 

lot of years 1 was ve ry... home a lot of times like, you know I was always in bed by you know 

9:00 so that 1 got my proper rest and al1 of that, and then findly it just came to the point 

where 1 guess when 1 went to coUege. 1 finaily said that's it, you know I have to see what my 

limitations are". 

These multiple narratives were not always successfully integrated and when they 

conflicted, the resulting pressure and frustration resulted in a confushg and fiagmented 

identity. Barb felt pressured between sociaily defined discourses of diabetes management and 

optimal health care praaices, and the discourses of social and personal development and 

relations. Barb experienced anxiety and guilt from living arnongst these con£iicEng 

discourses, the extent of which varied depending on the particular time. "Sacrifices now that I 

have to make are not that great. As it was compared to the past. I used to get a iittle angry 

at it, you know, k e  1 think that goes through everybody, Iike why me .... and you sort of corne 

to terms with that as well". "1 weigh every situation as to how it's gonna affect rny health. 

So, you know I'rn probably the opposite end of it, it's iike maybe 1 think about it too rnuch". 

"Part of me is saying, you know I don? care, you know, and I'm going out tomorrow night 

and I'm going out Saturday night, I'm gohg out Sunday and I don? care. The other part of 

me is saying, no that's redy dumb. 

The availability of multiple narratives and the ability to pursue these paths was 

rewarding, but beiug caught within their contradictions was a constant challenge. 



5. DISCUSSION 

The anaiysis was presented according to each respondent because each respondent's 

experiences with diabetes were unique and illustrated the meaning of living with diabetes in a 

different manner. Despite the dserences, common processes and themes were apparent, 

some of which will be discussed. The discussion has been divided into narrative, seif and 

identity, and the body. This study has focused both on the theory of self, identity, body, and 

narrative, and the integration of this theory with respondents' stories of their daily living with 

diabetes. 

5.1 Narrative 

During analysis, two major levels of narrative emerged, the research narrative which 

was the product of the interview, and the content and process of narrative found within the 

research narrative. Each level of narrative provided important insight into the expenences of 

diabetes within the context of self, identity, and the body. General issues related to the 

understanding of social life as storied arose. 

5.1.1 Research narrative 

The research narrative represented participants' positions at a certain tirne and place, 

and in relation to the inte~ewer,  and thus the findings must be viewed within this fkarnework. 

Aithough the specifics change with tirne, the processes involved and the ideas found enhance 

our understanding of living with diabetes. The research namative could be understood fiom 

two angles of analysis, the structure and the content of the narratives. 
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An exploration of the structural elements of the stories told by the respondents was a 

window into an understanding of their expenences. The srnichiral elements used as tools of 

analysis in this study confirmed Somers' (1994) and Conneily and Clandinin's (1990) 

descriptions of narrative components. These included place, context, temporality, 

emplotment, relationality of parts and selective appropriation. Although the transcripts were 

not coded according to these elements, the continuous thought and attention given to these 

elements and processes contributed to an understanding of the positioning of the participants 

within the experience of diabetes. While this tool was used in a research framework, an 

understanding of this process cm help both health professionals and fiends and family of 

individuals with diabetes understand how individuais make sense of their experience of 

diabetes and what forces shape this process. 

The structural analysis was a means of positioning and exploring the content of the 

interviews, which dinered for each individuai. What was talked about, what was emphasized, 

how events were interpreted, the particular others discussed, how issues were positioned, and 

how the past, present, and future were discussed, were some of the specifics which provided 

insight into each individual's experiences with diabetes. While all participants talked about 

their bodies or the st ipa of diabetes, the way that these issues were discussed, and how it 

changed over tirne, was specific for each individual and demonstrated what was important and 

representative of each respondent's expenence. This demonstrates the individual rneaning of 

diabetes, and the need to Lis-ten to individuals and to provide them with the opportunity to 

"reclaim" their illness, as Frank (1995) said. 

It is important to remember that the respondents were interpreting thek past nom their 
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present position. The structure and content of their narratives were shaped according to their 

angle of interpretation at the time of the interview. As Gadarner claimed, experience and 

story are in dialogue with each other and this interaction results in the development of new 

meanings and in the creation of identiîy (Widdershoven, 1993). The changing character of the 

narratives presented will hopefully also convey that the results found are a certain snapshot 

representative of a certain desired identity at a specific time, and the stones and identities wili 

continue to change over tirne. 

5.1.2 Narratives within the research interview 

Within the research narrative, narratives and respondents' selves and identities exîsted 

in a mucualiy constitutive dynamic. Within this dynamic, unique for each individual, the 

experience of diabetes was made rneaningful. Aithough the specBc experiences were 

different for each individual, there were common processes representative of this interaction. 

The abitity and opportunity to talk about one's self and diabetes was a common issue. 

Who was talked to, and what was talked about, fiWied difrent  needs and had different 

meanings for respondents' selves md identities. The stigrna of diabetes afFected all of the 

respondents' expenences t&g with others. This sharing involved both strangers and 

fi-iends, and the paxticular responses had different meanings to the respondents, depending on 

who the other was and how they wanted to be responded to. Cornfort talking about one's self 

and diabetes reflected an ability to have others attach the diabetes to one's identity. 

The need to talk about one's self and diabetes represented an essential process of 

in te rpre~g  what one was experiencing and feeling. For Pat, lane, and Bah, the need to 
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verbaiize one's self required a certain other to act as a witness, such as a physician, and a 

context that allowed for this exploration and construction. The act of talking or not talking 

about one's self and diabetes was representative of the respondent's relationship with 

diabetes. The changing nature of these stories characterized the changing of that relationship. 

Frank's (1995) suggestion that telling stories reafhns relationships with the seifand with 

others was also confirmed in this study. Sue did not present this same need for storytelling 

within her i n t e ~ e w  narrative, yet Sue had also not achieved a comfort with having diabetes 

as the others had. The contrast between Sue and the other three women was probably due to 

numerous factors, such as the interview situation and the duration of living with diabetes, and 

it is possible that the value of storytelling to this process is amongst these factors. 

A signiticant image that erneged tiom the analysis was the positioning of respondents 

within a myriad of narratives, and the changing of these narratives, and respondents' locations 

within them, that occmed over tirne in response to various forces and conditions. Thus the 

experience of diabetes has to be understood as occurring within these muitifaceted and 

changing constructions. The existence of conflict and pnoritization amoogst narratives, in 

combination with personal experiences, were some of the conditions which shaped and 

changed the participant's ontologicai and public narratives and their position within these. 

Pat's stages of 'crash', 'integration', but aiways being in a 'big tangle', and Jane's stages of 

'rampages', 'integration', but 'threat of eruption' demonstrated this continuous and 

precarious ~ositioning. Sue's narratives Mered, which seemed to reflect a holding onto the 

narratives in which she was located and a resistance to exhtbg within new and difEerent 

narratives. It is f i d t  to make a conclusion concerning the role of narratives in contrriuting 
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to different experiences with diabetes, but it is an idea which is worth pursuing with a larger 

sarnple size. 

Respondents' experiences with diabetes can be understood as existing within the 

process of telling stories and the existence w i t h  multilayered, varying, narratives. 

5.1.3 General issues about narrative 

Various questions and ideas about narratives arose through the anaiysis of the 

participants' transcripts which have implications for the experience of diabetes and for the 

broader notion of social lives being shaped by narratives. These questions are concemed with 

the power, or lack of, to shape, seek out, i d e n e  with, or resist narratives. 

How are narratives constmcted? Through this study, it was recognized that various 

levels of construction were identified, although these levels are not easily separated. Somers 

( 1994) explained that existing narratives are deterrnined by histoncal and cultural forces and 

by the distribution of power. It was beyond the scope of this study to explore structural 

forces, but it is understood that it is important to r e c o m e  the role of broader determinants, 

which include political, economic, and social power, in the construction of narratives. The 

social and individual levels of narrative were apparent. For example, M y  narratives had a 

si@cant innuence on the respondents' experiences with diabetes, as did narratives that 

developed through interactions with f?iends, physicians, and workers. 

The individuai level of narrative construction was shaped by the other levels of 

narrative. The respondents demonstrated different approaches to adopting these narratives 

which raises questions about individuals' abilities to consma or to choose, depending on the 



situation, their own narratives. Through exarnples from the respondents' experiences, 

dBerent elements of the process were apparent. Feeling caught in narratives that one does 

not want to be within, ambivalence over which narratives to identify with and which to resist, 

pressure to identify with narratives which are socially valued, hstration with the lack of 

available narratives, and having the opportunity to seek out different narratives, were aU 

apparent in the participants' expenences. These features of the process of narrative were 

shaped by the individual, her social interactions, and wider social processes. Due to the small 

sample size, it is only possible to question how duration of diabetes, age of diagnosis, and 

gender, might influence the type of narratives told. It is important to be aware of the power 

of narratives and how they could be both empowering and limiting dependmg on the context. 

This discussion about narrative and diabetes has emphasized narrativity in order to 

position the context within which diabetes was occuning. An understanding of the process 

elernents is essential to an appreciation of the context within which individuals live with 

diabetes. 

5.2 Diabetes, self, and identity 

The theoretical fkmework of identity, sec and narrative, produced an important 

perspective of the everyday context of living with diabetes. 

Somers ' ( 1 994) concept, narrative identity, involves the dimensions of time, space, 

and relationaiity. Tnis definition was exempKed through the participants' experiences. The 

participants had many identities over penods of time and also within specific time fiames, in 

relation to different people and in diaerent places. For example, the participants' particular 



location, such as home, school, and own apartment, their relations with others, such as 

physicians, parents, fnends, strangers, and the particular tirne of their life or even day, aEected 

their location within ontologicai and public narratives which in tum shaped their identities 

with diabetes. 

The fluid, contingent, and contextual character of identity positions the meaning of 

diabetes within a web of multilayered narratives. Diabetes is not merely a matter of 

behaviourai changes, but it has tremendous meaning to an individual because its narrative 

interacts with the many other narratives which shape and in tum are shaped by an individual's 

identity. This approach to identity exemplifies tbat individuals are not 'diabetics', and that 

having diabetes is only one narrative existing amongst many other narratives. 

Calhoun's (1995) discussion about recognition was also exempüned through the 

participants' expenences. As Calhoun stated, recognition is vital for identity construction 

which is a vital aspect of subjectivity. Being recognized a certain way which afEmed or 

denied the participants' desired identities, or not receiving appropriate recognitioq had 

significant influence on the participants' feelings of self and their interactions with others. 

Recognition by peers at various lifestages, by parents, physicians, diabetes support groups, 

and strangers, were ail s imcan t  'others', in addition to the seE that shaped the experience 

of diabet es. 

Calhoun's (1995) emphasis on the existence of tensions amongst discourses and the 

resulting difnculties in achieving social recognition and a coherent subjedvity, was also 

confirmed by the participants. The narrative of diabetes conflicted with other public 

narratives which shaped the participants' iives. For example, the stigrna of diabetes, the 
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conflia of diabetes with desired self presentation, the contlia between diabetes and social 

needs, were only some of the tensions which the participants experienced. These tensions led 

to difficulties rnanaging identities in social interactions, and also to difnculties in achieving a 

coherent sense of self. Living with diabetes in our society means h g  within discourses 

which could contribute to tom and Fragrnented identities. 

The importance of dzerentiating between the self and identity was observed through 

the analysis conducted. Diabetes was interpreted and managed differently in relation to one's 

identity as a social, shared process, and to one's self as a reflexive, subjective construct. It is 

important to recognize these two processes which are operating in order to gain a 

comprehensive perspective of an individual's experience with diabetes. Pat's self destructive 

period following her crash was a struggle of her seK She said that others did not h o w  what 

she was doing to herse& and dius was managing a certain identity separate from the seK Sue 

was attempting to manage an identiv based on independence, education, and control, but her 

self was experiencing feelings of anger, feu, and vulnerability. The selfmight be a more 

ditFcult construct to snidy because it is characterized by a reflexivity of the individual and 

some individuds might be better than others at expressing this process, whereas one's identity 

as a social process might be more readily observed. Tbrough the participants' narratives, it 

was possible to idente how the management of one's identity iduenced the construction of 

the self; and also how the needs of the self infiuenced one's identity presentation. The 

direction of influence changed depending on the context, the participant' s needs, and the 

influence of others. 



5.3 Diabetes and the body 

The particular questions asked of individuals about their bodies will influence the type 

of stories received. As Turner (1992) suggested, there are dierent approaches to studying 

the body, and each addresses different questions. The goal of the interviews for the present 

sîudy did not include a specific orientation to the study of the body, but due to the centrality 

of the body to the experiences of the participants, issues of the body were central to the 

discussion and the analysis. A significant portion of the analysis of the body focused on the 

phenomenology of embodiment, the body as a lived experience. Turner's claim that it is 

necessary to recognize chronic illness as an incursion into one's embodied self hood was 

exemplified by the experiences of the respondents. Although the emphasis was on the lived 

expetientiai body, exarnples of the body as an objective, institutionalized body, were aiso 

O bserved. 

This study demonstrated the necessity of the study of the body within the context of a 

chronic illness. The body was the location where self, identity, and diabetes were comected 

and made meanin@ in ternis of the physicality of the individuai. As Kelly and Field (1996) 

suggested, the participants' bodies were c o ~ e c t e d  to their selves and to their identities. For 

example, their experiences and feelings associated with the illness, nich as feelings of guilt, 

anger, and fnistration were representative of the se& and rnanaging the diabetes within social 

processes, nich as their efforts to maintain hi& blood sugars when in the Company of certain 

others, was comected with their identities. The participants' experiences of strugghg with 

their bodies, selves, and identities as they were pnor to the diagnosis and within the changes 

demanded of diabetes, codïmed Kelly and Field's daim that in the experience of illness, there 



is a tension between continuity and change amongst the body, self, and identity. 

Turner's (1992) discussion of the phenomenology ofembodiment, of the 

interco~ection between organic systems, social processes, and cultural fhmeworks, was 

repeatedly observed in the participants' narratives about diabetes. The participants' 

expenences with diabetes were made meaningfbl through their bodily feelings and the physical 

and emotional changes which occurred to their bodies. Their changed relationships with their 

bodies influenced and were also influenced by their interpretation of diabetes. The 

experiences of working against their bodies and being in tune with their bodies represented 

various types of positionhg of their selves and bodies within social processes. Efforts to 

control the body, to use the body as a means of communication of one's self, or to represent 

the body in a certain way, were dl geared to operating one's identity wirhio cultural 

expectations and social processes. The respondents vasied dong Frank's (1995) continuum 

of body relatedness, being associated with one's body vernis a state of dissociation, and the 

continuum of other relatedness, an individual's relationship, as a body, to other people who 

are aiso bodies, depending on their partidar location within ontologicai and public 

narratives. The emphasis by the participants on the need for control and hstrations over lack 

of control c o h e d  Turner's daim that identities of individuals cannot be separated from 

their embodiment witfiin the interactionai situation. 

The body as a symbol of social construction of power and knowledge was observed 

through the participants' emphasis on the value of control and cornpliance. This findiag is 

similar to that of Olesen et al. (1990) who found that the physical self of individuals is a 

product of societai and cultural themes. Thus the desire for independence, valuing one's self 



according to adherence to the diabetes regiment, and hstrations over lack of control, 

represent spheres of knowledge that have been constnicted and valued in Our social and 

cultural context. Resistance to this power was observed through participants' acting out 

through their bodies. 

Although the concepts of control and independence could be positioned withui this 

social construaionist argument, it is important to recognize that a balance needs to be 

achieved between the rnultilayered meanings of control and independence. The biologic 

realities of diabetes do demand a focus on elements of control and selfwe, and these 

concepts cannot be cntiqued as being social constructions of power and knowledge, without 

recognizing the biological necessities of the condition. Individuals need to h d  their own 

cornfortable position on Frank's (1995) body problem continuum of control, which involves 

predictability of the body versus a contingency, being susceptible to uncontrollabie forces. 

The body is a fascinating area of exploration because of the many ways of interpreting 

its various meanings, and it is dinicult to capture its complexity. For example, Charmaz 

(1 995) talked about individuds' stmggles against theu illness, whereby their bodies were 

objectified and distanced, and a progression into a struggie with illness, whereby b o d y  facts 

were integrated into their self concepts and lives. From the present analysis, it was 

demonstrated that struggling 'agaiost' and 'with' bodies is simultaneously occuning because 

of the nature of the condition, although one approach might dominate at certain times. 

Saltonstali's (1993) study with healthy young aduits found that the body and selfwere 

described as reflexive aspects of one wholeness. It could be asked whether this notion wodd 

apply to the respondents in this study. It is important to question the meaning of wholeness. 



Despite the experience of problems with their bodies, and feeling as if'their bodies were 

working against them, 1 would suggest that the concept of wholeness does apply to these 

participants with diabetes. The fact that the body was a constant part of their diabetes 

narratives, and contnbuted to many feelings such as anger and hstration, demonstrated that 

their physicality could not be separated from their selves. These difficult interactions and 

tensions between different aspects of the self is captured by Petninik and Shearing (1988) in 

their description of the "PT, the "Me" and the "Tty7. As discussed by the women in this study, 

their bodies were often viewed as Foreign entities, the "Y, which was in conflict with and 

could overcome their Y', their source of action. Although the diabetes was at times 

conceptuaiized as an "It", the body could not be separated £tom the "P' and the "Mey'. The 

physical challenges of diabetes demand a reinterpretation of the relationship between the seif 

and body, but these physical demands reinforce the wholeness and interconnectedness of the 

body and self. 

5.4 Conclusion 

Little of the work in the sociology of chronic illness has concentrated on diabetes. 

The results fiom this study demonmate that similar processes or themes might exist within 

the experience of chronic illnesses, but the study also signined the imporimce of recognizing 

the different meanings of Merent chronic illnesses. The physiological bais of diabetes, the 

daily management, the young age of occurrence, and the constancy of the condition, 

contniute to unique expenences. Although the sample size of this study is small, it is hoped 

that validity and authenticity were achieved by presenting the women's detailed experiences in 
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conjunction with theoretical explanations. While the transferability potential is limited, it is 

hoped that the meaningfulness of this study will build upon previous work in the sociology of 

chronic illness, in particular diabetes, and will contribute to future studies. 

In addition to understanding the specifics of diabetes within the larger umbrella of 

chronic iliness, this study also integrated recent theoretical ideas about self, identity, the body, 

and narrative into an understanding of living with diabetes, which previous interpretations of 

this data, and other quditative research in the area of diabetes, have not addressed. The need 

to continuously reflect upon and integrate theoretical perspectives was apparent. Through an 

anaiysis and incorporation of recent theory, the expenence of diabetes was positioned in a 

different way, which added insight into the meaning of Living with diabetes the implications of 

which will be discussed. 

This midy has Uustrated that living with diabetes must be understood within the 

complex processes of identity, self, the body, and narrative. While the biomedical perspective 

of diabetes is essentid, it must be integrated with a sociological understanding of the way that 

the expenence of diabetes is consmicted and Iived on a d d y  basis. Diabetes must be 

interpreted within this multilayered system of narrative construction, and it mua be 

remembered that diabetes is only one aspect, existing arnongst many others, of this complex 

system. There is a tendency in Our social world to order and categorize, as demonstrated in 

previous research in the area of chronic illness, identity and self. This midy illuminates the 

ambiguiv and blurring that occurs by emphasinng the contradictions, dilemmas, continuous 

change, and multiple forces, which shape the consmiction and interpretation of the expenence 

of diabetes. 



5.5 Implications 

This study utilized various theoretical fhmeworks as a means of e x p l o ~ g  the 

expenence of diabetes. 1 will now propose some ideas addressing how these findings can 

illuminate the everyday medical and social contexts within which diabetes is lived. I believe 

that the findings have implications for those living with diabetes, for health professionals, and 

for people who have close relationships or merely corne into passing contact with individuais 

who have diabetes. Valuing the individual process of storytelling, recognizing the social 

responsibili?y of 'others', and providing the wider picture within which diabetes management 

behaviours occur, are d important issues which arise from this study. 

The findings of this study demonstrated the role of stowelling in both medicd and 

social contexts. Storytelling helps interpret events and provides coherence to expenences. 

Through this creation of meaning, identities are developed. By recognizing this integral 

function of storyteihg, health professionals and fiiends and family of individuals with diabetes 

can provide the opportunity for this process to occur. Individuais' stones and how they tak 

about diabetes can provide insight for others to understand their expenences and struggies 

with diabetes. Health professionals can Listen to how individuais tak about their bodies, or 

Wends' and families' understandings of why individuals might have difficulties discussing their 

diabetes, cm help ail involved to better appreciate the challenges to and ways of living with 

diabetes. 

Individuais need others to tisten to their stories and to provide them with appropriate 

recognition. An important theme which emerged during the current analysis was the integral 

role of others. We ail have the responsibility, as Frank (1 995) says, to be "witnessesn. 
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Whatever our particular relationship to the individual with diabetes might be, such as partner 

or nurse or dietitian, we dl have the responsibiiity to liaen to individuaIsY stories because this 

supports what is being said and affïrms relationships. The women in the m e n t  shidy 

discussed the importance of others' recognitions in attaining a valued self and identity. It is 

essential to recognize how, as strangers, as close fiends, or as health professionais, we 

influence and help constmct others' identities. 

Diabetes requires tremendous behavioural changes and individuais are evaluated 

according to their 'cornpliance' with the regimen. The current study enlarges Our focus Born 

that of an individual's behaviours to a broader understandimg of the context within which 

behaviours occur. Behaviours are not merely done because they are good for one's health. 

As the women in the current study demonstrated, their behaviours were integrally connected 

to their desired selves and identities. Furthemore, behaviours are not mechanistic processes 

whereby the body is separated f?om the selfand controiied according to instructions. By 

conceptualizing the individual as an embodied self, we can begin to vdue the meaning of 

bodily changes and management as an integral aspect of the individual's self and identity. 

Thus diabetes management actions cm be understood according to the location of the 

individual within relationships and stones with which they identify. %y recognizing that 

individuals' ontological narratives are shaped by public narratives, the personal and social are 

iinked which positions behavioun within a wider fiamework The recognition of the role of 

narratives in shaping individuals' behaviours also dows for an understanding of the tensions 

and problems which occur with diabetes management because of the existence of multiple 

narratives and the cultural and hiaorical character of narratives. The dynamic nature of 
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identity and narrative construction illuminates the behaviour changes that occur over lime. 

The findings from this study cm be used to change the way that we view how 

experiences with diabetes are constructeci. The active role of the individuai through 

storyteiiing and interactions with others, the role of 'others' in shaping this process, and the 

multiple forces which shape the personal and social meaning of diabetes could influence the 

multiple type of interactions involved with individuals with diabetes. 



6. A CRITICAL REFLECTION 

Research contains assumptions, dilemmas and challenges which should be openly 

discussed and grappled with. As a researcher, it is essential to engage with and cntically 

reflect on the research process, including the meaning of the research goals and the ways that 

the research is conduaed. This involves decisions concerning the ethics, methods, rigour, and 

Limitations of the endeavour. These issues must be continuously contempiated throughout the 

research process, fiom the development of a research idea to the dissemination of research 

findings. 1 worked with i n t e ~ e w  data which were previously coilected and transcribed, and 

this positioned the focus of my criticai reflection. I needed to recognize and understand the 

research stages which 1 built upon but was not involved with, and contemplate the dilemmas 

inherent in the interpretation process and the construction of my own research text. A 

discussion of the issues involved with sampling, interviewing, and interpretation provides the 

opportunity to express some of these reflexive issues. 

6.1 The sampling process 

Holstein and Gubrium (1 995) cautioned that when choosing respondents it is 

necessary to ask whose voices wiU be heard and whose silenced ifwe conceive of people Ui 

certain ways. it is necessary to criticaliy anaiyze the categories and vocabdaries that are used 

in the identification of potential respondents. How we choose our participants d l  influence 

the type of resuits as weU as their transferability potential. 

The original sample recniitment for the project 'Living with Diabetes' was conducted 

through diabetes-related programs at two urban Canadian hospitals, the newsletter of a branch 
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of the Canadian Diabetes Association, and the Canadian Broadcasting Corporation radio 

program "Metro Moming". There were various criteria for selection, includmg the ability to 

converse in English and a willingness to share persond expenences. An effort was made to 

select a sample which was representative of both genders and types of diabetes (NIDDM and 

IDDM), and included a range of ages and duration of diabetes, yet there were limitations with 

the sarnpüng process. Participation in the study was more accessible to individuais who were 

active in the health care system and who were willing to talk about themselves. This sampling 

process raises questions as to whose voices might not have been heard in the study. 

Individuais with diabetes who were not accessible through the hedth care system, those who 

did not iisten to the particular radio station, those who did not speak English, and those who 

did not have the tirne, desire, ability, or cornfort to talk about themselves represent some of 

the groups of individuals with diabetes who were not included in the present snidy, and who 

rnight have different experiences and needs from those sampled. 

Four women from the original sample were chosen as a subset for the present snidy. 

Despite the common characteristic of being female, the question arises as to who are these 

women and how do their experiences compare with those of other women? It is important 

not to generalize women's expenences according to their gender identi~. As discussed in this 

paper, individuais have many selves which constitute their identity, with 'woman' being ody 

one of them. Being a woman might contribute to certain experiences and constructions of 

heaith and iIiness, but other aspects of selfalso play key roles. The background of the women 

in this present study is white, middle class. This background provides a certain context for the 

interpretation of their experiences, which might or might not apply to women with different 
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education, race, and class backgrounds. Cannon, Higginbotham, and Leuag (1988) cautioned 

that the use of similar homogenous s m d  groups can block the identification of the diversity of 

human experience. They wam that inattention to race and class as critical dimensions in 

women's lives can produce biased research sarnples and result in false conclusions. 

The present data consisted of i n t e ~ e w s  already conducted. Although the sample 

might be narrow in terms of class and race divenity, this is a limitation which is acknowledged 

and recognized in terms of the transferability of the results. A focus on young adult women 

who have lived with diabetes for various durations will hopefully provide insight into certain 

identity themes which might apply to other women's lives who are expenencing diabetes and 

sirnilar Iifestage experiences and have sirnilar backgrounds. It is possible that the themes and 

concepts developed through this study might apply to other women with dinerent 

backgrounds, but fùrther study is necessary to explore diis pouibility. 

The sample size of four is a concem which must be addressed. Qualitative analysis is 

an intensive, time consurning process which lirnits the number of participants which could 

feasibly be analyzed. It is anticipated that the present analysis wili have depth and detail that 

wiil d o w  for an understanding of pertinent themes and processes related to identity that are 

involved in the experience of living with diabetes. It is hoped that the eamework and ideas 

developed will be a building block for M e r  studies that will build upon this foundation. 

6.2 The interviewing process 

Field texts, including what is told and the meaning of what is toId, are shaped by the 

relationship between the researcher and the participant. The way that an inte~ewer acts, 



questions, and responds in an interview shapes the relationship, and consequentiy, the 

responses and reflections on expenence provided by the participants (Clandinin and Comelly, 

1994). Thus, as researchers, we need to critically reflect on the i n t e ~ e w  process and how it 

influences the research tindings. 

West (1 990) discussed the "status and validity" of respondents' accounts, and the 

dEerence between public and private accounts. Public accounts are responses which 

reproduce the dominant ideology and the "oughts" of behaviours, whereas private accounts 

may reveal a "deviant" or "darker" side of the situation. West compared Voysey's study of 

families with a handicapped child whereby stories of acceptance, lack of disruption, and 

positive interaction with official agencies was presented, with her own shidy of families with a 

child with epilepsy whereby she heard stories of trouble, struggles, and negative interactions 

with medical care. West advocated the use of nianguiation and the need to try to identm the 

type of accounts that people are producing and the conditions under which they may change. 

Wea's examples nicely represent the dserent stories that are told, how they are context 

dependent, and how the way that uiformation is collected is problematic. Qualitative research 

mives for the 'personai account', but whichever account we are hearing, the same questions 

need to be asked, including why is this paaicuiar nory told and what is shaping this t e h g  of 

the story? 

Holstein and Gubrium's (1995) approach, the "active interview", is a valuable way of 

positionhg the i n t e ~ e w  and the knowledge gained through this process. They asserted that 

interpretation is always context dependent, and that active in t eMedg  d o w s  for a more 

explicit approach to the ways that it manipulates fiames of reference for narrative production. 
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Holstein and Gubnum believe that meaning is socially constituted, aü knowledge is created 

from the action taken to obtain it. Therefore, according to this social consmictionist 

approach, the process, the cchows" of rneaning production, which Licludes the interactional, 

narrative procedures of knowledge reproduction, are as important as the meanings produced, 

the "whats", including the content of the interview. 

Holstein and Gubriurn (1995) suggested that participants possess a body of knowledge 

and that their interpretive capabilities must be activated and nurtured in order to provide an 

environment and fiaming devices that guide them in the production of knowledge relevant to 

the particular purpose of the researcher. The participant's body of knowledge is 

sirnultaneously substantive, reflexive, and emergent, and its multifaceted character rnakes 

access to it selective and constructive. Thus, in an interview, the respondent is not 'making it 

up', but is constructing a coherent narrative that combines aspects of expenence, emotion, 

opinion, and expectation that are considered relevant to the particular the ,  place and 

audience. The role of the i n t e~ewer  is to activate the namative production, to offer relevant 

ways of conceptualinng issues which are shaped by the research topic and by the content of 

the interview itself The partinilar stones told by the participant will depend on the pdcular  

identities of that individual that the interviewer chooses to stimulate. 

It is possible to take the concepts discussed above and to apply them to the transcripts 

being used in the present study. 1 did not coaduct the interviews, and therefore was not 

personaiiy involved in defhing and guiding the interviews, which wouid provide for an 

experiential understanding of this process. The tapes have been destroyed for reasons of 

confidentiality and therefore 1 do not have access to hearing the voices and the ways that 
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individuais talked. The i n t e ~ e w s  were transcribed verbatim and 1 view the data as a type of 

document. Despite my removed stance, 1 have a responsibility to study the transcnpts for 

their dependability. I can read the transcripts and speculate how the researchers might have 

framed the interview context and content. 1 can also be sensitive to what type of knowledge 

has been constructed in the interviews and why these particular stories were told, and the 

Limitations of the i n t e ~ e w  situation. 

Each participant participated in a range of two to four UiteMews. The participants 

had control over the content of the i n t e ~ e w s  and were encouraged to discuss their 

expenences in their own way. Three dserent in te~ewers  were involved in the i n t e ~ e w s  of 

the four participants in the present study (the same interviewer in te~ewed Sue and Jane). 

This range of interviewers could be chailenged on the bais of the dEerent strategies that 

would be operating in the collection of participants' stories. On the other han& if certain 

cornmon themes are identsed despite the different interviewers, this rnight speak to the 

significance of these themes. In the present study, the individuals were chosen because of 

their personai characteristics; who did the inte~ewing was oniy later identified. The role of 

the interviewer always necessitates examination, and the existence of various researchers 

added another dimension to this process. 

I retumed to the transcripts to examine the interaction between the i n t e ~ e w e r  and the 

participant and to explore whether the interviewers exemplified different styles of asking and 

responding, and whether I could iden* how the interviewer shaped the interview. The 

in t e~ewer  and the context of the î n t e ~ e w  always shape the interview process and outcorne, 

but I attempted to study this process. Since I could not hear the voices or see the facial 



expressions, body language, and physical setting, I am missing integral pieces to 

understanding the context. Thus, I am only able to study the words on paper. 

In reviewing the transcripts, common aspects of the interview process were found 

despite the different interviewers. Sipnificant differences between the interviewers' styles 

were not discerned, although some individual characteristics could be idenrified as influencing 

the interviews. AU of the inte~ewers  used sirnilar approaches to encourage discussion. 

Responses such as 'yeah, uh huh', were often used to encourage the participant to continue 

talking without intempting the flow of tdk. Questions such as 'can you te l  me more about 

that?' were used to encourage further exploration or clanfication of a certain topic. At times, 

in te~ewers  repeated what the participant had said in order to c l a .  their understanding. 

Dserences in inteMewers could be identified when the interviewer shared her own personal 

experiences in order to demonstrate identification with the topic being discussed. For 

example, one interviewer's husband and another interviewer's brother had diabetes, and thus 

they shared their stories. One Uite~ewer shared her problems with her body weight. 

Sornetimes responses 'yeah, uh huh' were more commody used, whereas one interviewer in 

partidar would affimi the respondents' comments with responses that demonstrated a more 

personal opinionated affirmation of what the respondent had said. InteMewers referred back 

to ideas raised in previous i n t e ~ e w s  for fixther discussion in later interviews, and sornetimes 

referred to the probe sheet at the beginning or end of the interview to encourage a point for 

M e r  exploration or to ensure no relevant topics had been missed. h t e ~ e w e r s '  responses, 

questions, and probings for clarincation shaped the interview, but it is possible to see in the 

interviews the opportunities for participants to pursue their thoughts and experiences. 
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There was no order to the inteMews which demonstrates an unstmctured style, and 

the different directions and topics of discussion demonstrated the participants' influence over 

the flow of the interviews. Participants shared their experiences at length. Their ability to 

continue talking, to raise personally siguficant issues, and to demonstrate an emotional 

attachment to their stones points to an environment conducive to the sharhg of important 

experiences. Similar stories and feelings were repeated throughout the interviews by the 

respondents which might further illustrate the persona1 relevance of what was shared. An 

interaction between the i n t e ~ e w e r  and the participant was definitely identified, and the role 

of the interviewer in shaping the interview bas been acknowledged, but it is aiso recognized 

that the participants had the opportunity to openly discuss personally sigiificant issues. 

In my readings of the interviews, 1 was aware of the need to be conscious of the 

interviewers' questions, framing devices, and ways of asking and responding to respondents' 

stones. The inteMewers activated the diabetes identity of the participants and therefore the 

stones told were through this perspective, which means that other identity stories, which 

might have provided further context, were omitted. Since the participants' perspectives were 

being heard, their cornrnents about famiiy, physicians, etc. were their own interpretations, and 

we cannot judge others' behaviours solely based on participants' stories because these others 

might teli a Merent story if they were interviewed. 

How are interviews judged for their 'authenticity' or whether public or pnvate 

accounts have been shared? It is possible to speculate that a public account of diabetes might 

be 'cornpliance' with the diabetes routine and a aory about diet, exercise, and insulin. The 

extent to which the participants taiked about their experiences, emotions and opinions to 
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construct their story, and used past and present relevant resources to shape their narrative, 

issues which Gubrium and Holstein (1995) discussed, could lead to conclusions about the 

'private' nature of these accounts. Even if these accounts were 'private', it is still necessary 

to ask why are these people saying what they do? 

As Benner (1994) claimed, there is an underlying assumption that no one precise stury 

exists, and there are multiple aories shaped by the particular space created by the i n t e ~ e w  

situation. It is important to continuously be conscious of how knowledge is created, how we 

can know knowledge, and how the i n t e ~ e w  situation influences this process. This constant 

attention to the social constructive nature of the tex& being studied, and it being merely one 

possible story amongst many, will provide a continuous positioning of the rneaning of the 

research process. 

6.3 The interpretation process 

1 repeatedly asked myself, who am 1 to interpret these i n t e ~ e w s l  Do I have a 'right' 

to impose my analysis on others' stories? What are the implications of the interpretation 

process? What are the assumptions and Limitations of interpretation? These questions, and 

similar others which 1 thought about, raise ethical and theoreticai issues about the meaning 

and goals of research. 

A humbleness about what knowledge is, how we represent knowledge, and the 

implications of construaing and using knowledge in certain ways, is necessary throughout the 

research process. Razak (1993) spoke about the moral and ethical issues inherent in the 

story-tehg process. She cautioned about the need to problematize the limits of our 
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knowledge. We need to continuously critically reflect on how we hear, how we speak, and 

the choices that we make about which voice to use. When reading the interviews with women 

who have diabetes, issues which demand reflection Uiclude how respondent's tak about 

diabetes, how language Eames and could potentiaily limit the description of experiences, how 

we hear respondents talk and how we in tum give voice to the expenence of diabetes. 

Allen and Baber (1992) asserted that Our representations are partial truths and 

descriptions, and we are limited in Our ability to fully represent another's experience. This 

comment puts findings into perspective and positions them as one type of reality. I do not 

have diabetes, and does one have to know what it is to have diabetes to speak about this 

experience? Would individuais with diabetes be more successful at representing this 

experience? Ailen and Baber discussed that a challenge in feminist research has been by 

women of colour who have questioned the motives of white women researching theu lives 

and theorizing about them. The authors suggested that white women should use their 

advantage to provide tirne and space so that less privileged women can speak. Can one 

suggest that the same approach should apply to the study of chronic illness? Am I allowing 

the voices of those with diabetes to be heard or is my voice dominating in the interpretation? 

Clandinin and Connelly (1994) spo ke to this importance of balanchg voices. They suggested 

that there is a stmggie to express one's own voice, while conducting an inqujr whose 

purpose is to capture participants' experiences and to represent thek voices while also 

striving to create a research text that wili address and reflect upon, the audience's voices. 

Comelly and Clandinin claimed that it is the researcher's responsibility to discover and 

constmct meaning in the field texts because it is those interpretations which demonstrate the 



meaning and signincance necessary for social change. 

The issue of voice dernands an awareness of whose voice is being heard and when, 

which includes an understanding of the role of the researcher in the interpretation process. It 

is suggested that researchers need to suspend their beliefs and to 'be open' to respondents' 

ways of viewing issues relevant to the research project. While it is possible to attempt to 

delineate the researcher's assumptions, positions, etc., 1 value Berner's (1994) position that 

an interpreter can never break away &om hidher taken for granted background or position 

that alIows for an interpretative foreground. As C h m a z  (1993) said, categones, concepts, 

and theoreticai levels of analysis emerge From the researcher's questions about the data. This 

idea is positioned against earlier suggestions which posited that concepts were inherent in the 

data and were awaiting discovery. The questions that 1 am asking of the data, and rny own 

assumptions and background about heaith and iliness which are shaped by our social 

discourse, will shape my interpretation of the data. 

1 need to make an effort to recognize some of my assumptions of which 1 could be 

consciously aware. 1 am a white, middle class woman which influences how I view the world. 

My background in nutrition and my belief in the need to recognize larger contextual and 

structural issues in the experience of diabetes have focused my analysis. 1 have assumed that 

diabetes is a probIernatic process and that it is a significant experience in individuals' iives. 1 

also believe that theory and practice should be interactive, and therefore I am tqhg to bridge 

my theoretical analysis with a practical application. 1 am trying to position my education 

based on a biomedical mode1 and welcorne alternate sociological ways of conceptualking 

health and illness. These are only a few of rny assurnptions, and 1 am constantly trying to be 



aware of my thought processes and where these are coming nom. 

There are many ethical issues involved in the research process. When we becorne 

characters in participants' stories, we change their stories. This requires a reflection about 

who we are as researchers in the stories of participants (Clandinin and Comelly, 1994). 

Furthemore, we must aiso recognize how the interpretation process pomays the respondents 

and how these results wiU affect the field of diabetes and in tum affect individuals who are 

living with diabetes. 

These issues discussed merely skim the surface of the tremendous ethical and 

problematic issues inherent in the research process. It is impossible to resolve many of these 

issues but an open engagement with these issues and an incorporation of them hto the 

research process provides the foundation for moral research. 
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Appendix A: Overview of Insulin Dependent Diabetes Mellitus 

Diabetes meUitus refers to a heterogeneous group of disorders characterized by high 

blood glucose levels. The four major types of diabetes mellitus that have been defined include 

insulin- dependent diabetes mellitus, nominsulin dependent diabetes mellitus, gestational 

diabetes rnellitus and diabetes secondary to other conditions (National Institutes ofHealth 

0, 1995). 

Insulin-dependent diabetes mellitus @DM) is characterized by low to absent levels of 

piasma insulin, a hormone produced in the pancreas necessary for glucose metabolism. The 

incidence of IDDM in Canada is approxhately 170 000 people, which is 0.5% of the 

population. hdividuals with DDM comprise 10% of the total population of individuals with 

diabetes (Canadian Diabetes Association, personal communication, Ianuary 10, 1997). IDDM 

usually occurs in individuals below the age of thirty, although it could occur at any age. 

IDDM management involves a balance of diet, insulin therapy, and exercise. The goal of 

treatment is to optimize glycemic control and to prevent acute metaboiic complications and 

long-tenn complications (NIY 1 995). 

There are various acute metaboiic compiications, but the most eequently discussed by 

the participants in the study are hypoglycemia and hyperglycemia Hypoglycemia, insulin 

shock, and insuiin reaction are different terms for the same phenornenon, a low blood sugar 

(Canadian Diabetes Association (CDA), 1996). Hypoglycemia ranges fiom a very mild 

l o w e ~ g  of blood glucose levels with minimal or no symptoms, to severe lowering of blood 

glucose levels and neurologie impairment. Hypoglycemia could result fiom various hictors, 

including dosage of insulin, errors in dosage adrninistered, timing of medications, delay in 



meals, CO-morbidity, intensity of glycemic control, and variability of insulin binding, 

degradation, and action CNM, 1995). The symptoms can include cold, clammy or sweaty 

skin, pallor, lack of coordination, irritability, hostility, and poor behaviour, a staggering gait, 

fatigue, and eventual fainting and unconsciousness. Cornplains may include nervousness, 

excessive hunger, headache, blurred vision and diuiness, and abdominal pain or nausea 

(CDA, 1996). Milder cases of hypoglycemia can usually be treated with oral carbohydrates 

while more severe levels may require intravenous intervention (MH, 1995). 

Hyperglycemiri, or high blood sugars, could result fiom too much food, less than the 

usual amount of activity, not enough insulin, or illness, and sometimes fiom no clear 

explmation. The earliest symptorns of high blood sugar are increased thûst and u ~ a t i o n  

(CD4 1996). 

Long term complications of diabetes which have been observed are retinopathy, 

neuropathy, and kidney diseases. Increased incidences of hem disease, oral complications 

and possibly digestive diseases have also been observed in populations with diabetes 

compared to populations without diabetes (Emf 1995). 

The Diabet es C ontrol and Complications Trial found that intensive therap y reduced 

the long-term complications of insulin-dependent diabetes. Intensive therapy involved 

multiple daily injections of Insului or continuous subcutaneous insuiin inNsion, flexible 

adjusmient of insulin dose, Bequent monitoring of glucose levels and diet, and behaviour 

change. Severe hypoglycemia occurred three times more often with intensive treatment 

(Diabetes Control and Complicatioas Triai Research Group, 1995). 

While optimal control is the biomedical goal in the management of diabetes, there are 



many challenges to achieving this goal. 



Appendix B: Intewiew Probe Questions 

Things to T h i h L  Abou': - F i r s t  Interview 

The group of us doinç  this stuCy have 
some of these th ings .  Do the;. rminC 
in y o u  l i f e  with diabetes? 

wonCereZ about  
you of k?ytbi. lç 

Eazly stases of Lie 2isszse 

Cbm$és i?. ycuz l i f e  selateci to SicSetas 

Positives a z l  n+ca'-ives of lifo w i i ; ~  Zei&etes 



F i r s t  Interview - Sample Quest ions  

The following ques t ions  may serve as ideas t o  he lp  you probe 
p a r t i c u l a r  areas the participant might choose to t a l k  about. 

Topics 

1. To Begin 

2 .  Early Stages 

3 .  Change 

Crucial Things 

* 

Pos i t ive ,  
N e g a t i v e  

8. The Fu ture  

Kow long have you had diabe tes?  
Why d i d  you volunteer  f o r  this pro ject? 
What is your experience o f  l i v i n g  with d iabe te s?  

What do you remember most from t h e  e a r l y  s t ages?  
Do you renember the changes you had t o  make then? 
Can you descr ibe  a p i c t u r e  o f  yourself  t i e n ?  

Kas your experience of  l i v i n g  with eiabetes chanosa 
oves tirne? What has changed? 
How have you made these  changes? 
Do you feel it i s  a process of cont inua l  adaptat ion? 

Are t h e r e  parts of your experience of l i v i n g  with 
diabetes that stand ou t  i n  your memory? 

What t h i n ç s  do you see  as crucial t o  living an 
optimal l i Z e  w i t h  d iabetes?  

What are the most bothersome or d i f f i c u l t  aspec ts  
05 l i v i n g  with  diabetes? Are t he re  p o s i t i v e  
aspects?  

How does having t o  maage diabetes  everyday affect 
other aspec t s  of you l i f e  (i.e. your working 
behaviour; your r e l a t ionsh ip  w i t h  o t h e r s ) ?  
How do o t h e r  a spec t s  of your l i f e  affect manaçinc 
d iabe tes?  

What do you hooe f o r  i n  t h e  future? Are t h o r e  any 
t h i n ç s  in your l i f e  with diabetes you would l i k e  t o  
be d i f fe ren t  i n  two years t h e ?  



Things to Think About - Second Interview 

The group of  us doing this study have wondered about some of these 
things.  Do they remind you of anything i n  your l i f e  with diabetes? 

- Changes made i n  l i v i n g  with diabetes  

- Who/What helps you l i ve  with diabetes 

- Bindrances to l iv ing  well w i t h  diabetes 

- Stress and diabetes 

- Work, Social  l i fe  



Things to Think About - Second Interview 

The following ques t ions  may help  you t o  think more about  some of 
your own experiences : 

Think about what l i f e  would be l i k e  t o  not have diabetes.  Kow 
would your day-ta-day life b e  d i f f e r e n t ?  What other t h ings  
would be different? 

What are the d i f f e r e n c e s  between the way you l ive your l i f e  and 
the way you see o t h e r  people who do no t  have d iabe te s  living 
their lives (or the way your l i f e  was before you had diabetes )?  
How do you feel about these di f fe rences?  

1s what you a r e  experiencing now different from what you 
experienced i n  the pas t?  How is it d i f f e r e n t ?  Maybe it would 
help i f  you thought  about w h a t  your l i f e  was l i k e  a number of  
years ago ( 2 , s  J O  years  ago) . What you were doing? Where were 
you l i v i n g ?  

C a  you i d e n t i f y  any major l i f e  changes that you have faced 
(i. e .  changing jobs,  getting married,  having a f amily, etc. ) ? 
Have these changes had an impact on your management of 
d iabe tes?  

-What/who has helped you l e a r n  t o  live with diabetes? FJhat/who 
has - no t  been h e l p f u l  i n  learning t o  l i v e  w i t h  d iabe tes?  

Are you aware o f  stress i n  your l i f e ?  ~ o e s  it affect your 
a b i l i t y  t o  manage d iabe te s?  What a r e  the sources of  s t r e s s ?  

Think about your  surroundings - where you work, where you l i v e ,  
and who you s o c i a l i z e  with. 1s your experience a f f e c t e d  by 
your surroundings. I f  so, how? 

Eow has your family responaeü t o  your developing diabetes? 
What is their s o l e  i n  providing help f o r  you? Do other members 
of your family have diabetes? How nas this inf luenced your 
experience, if at a l l .  



Things to Think About - T h i r d  Interview 

The group of us doing this study have wondered about 
some of these things. Do they r ~ ~ i n d  you of anything 
in your life with diabetes? 

- Diabetes Management : Diet, Medication, Exercise 

- Diabetes Control 

- Complications associated w i t h  diabetes 

- Reactions to health professionals (e. g. , doctors  , nurses, 
d i e t i t i a n s )  



Things t o  Think About - Third Interview 

T h e  fol lowing questions may h e l p  you to think 
more about some of your own experiences: 

What are the t h ings  that you do everyday t o  
manage diabetes? 
What a r e  your r e a c t i o n s  t o  each or' these tasks? 
How do you manage your food in take?  What is t h i s  
l i h e  t o  do? 
Vhat he lps  you? What hinders? 

What does " c o n t r o l n  mean t o  you, i f  anything? 
What r o l e  does each  o f  t h e  following p lay  i n  c o n t r o l l i n c  
d i a b e t e s :  d i e t ,  i n s u l i n / p i l l s ,  exercise, monitorinq 
blood sugar  l e v e l s .  
I f  c o n t r o l  is important t o  you, do you l o s e  o u t  on 
o the r  parts of  your  l i f e  ( s o c i a l ,  f i n a n c i a l ,  physical, 
emot iona l )?  What are t h e  advantages of  m a i n t a i n h g  good 
con t r o  I? 
Does balance as an idea mean anything t o  you? What does 
it mean? 

What do you think about when you see t h e  words 
"complications of  d i abe te s"?  
What is it l i k e  t o  l i v e  w i t h  the u n p r e d i c t a b i l i t y  of 
p o t e n t i a l  future complications? 

What 1s your r e a c t i o n  t o  the  hea l th  p ro fes s iona l s  
who have been involved i n  helping you manage d iabe te s?  
How have you reacted t o  t h e m ?  ~ o u l d  they have been more 
h e l p f u l ?  X f  sa, how? 

How have you learned t o  live with diabetes? How have you 
found o u t  useful information? 
Who has been involved i n  teachinc  you about managinç 
a i a b e t e s ?  
What is your reaction to the teachinq and advice  you 
have received? 
I f  you were asked t o  give advice t o  another person w i t h  
diabetes, what would you say to them? 
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